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SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO, FRIDAY, APRIL
AERIAL BATTLE MAY
COME TO SANTA FE

OFFICERS NAMED IN
COUNY OF HIDALGO
MORE APPOINTMENTS

MORE FEDERAL AID
CT

To advertise the fifth Liberty
Loan it is possible that one of three
flying circuses composed of Ameri
can and captured German planes will
give a sham battle over Santa Fe
and several other New Mexico
cities, if there is time on the sche
dule.
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ll

NUMBER
and coupons it is stated may be offered and possibly admitted by the

KELLY CASE GALLED

23S

SETTLEMENT BOARD

court.

Kelly among others was the purchaser of a number of state bonds
issued by authority of Congress in
an act approved June 20, 1910 to re- re the tangled indebtedness of
DENIED Santa
Fe and Grant counties. The
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MURRER

IS
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be has visited at some
Allowance. This was manifestly :m
live stock being killed
will he called as wit- career.
of
bankers
local
here
adobe
houses
reports
Eleven
Although Illinois ranks., in impor- gely due to the increased use of these
collapsed
nearlv all cases Where
tance as a farming state with almost cheaper, but equally nutritious cuts PJ'i'hle inreceived these Allowance have reached this office. Springer during the recent rainy weather. nesses hy the state. Frank Lavan
ny mentioned above the factor of of beef as a result of better under checks in good faith believing they Times.
Eight families in West Fort Sumner an attorney owing to his departure OFFICERS OF STATE
a big city pulls down the state's ratio standing of food values on the part were entitled to them, and whereof be
were camped in the school house for CaVfornia was not served with a
STOCK ASSOCIATION
A new meat market will be opensubpoena in time to secure him as
to one in seventeen- - Small towns, of the housewife.
allottee hears the required relation- - ed by James Lark of this city and ntil their hornet were repaired.
are
A
butcher's
witness.
a
selling
prices
national
recent
a
popuFort Sumner Leader.
according to
sh-enlisted man it
proVictor Culberson has been elected
The trial began with a statement
lation census have greater car regis- governed by his cost of doing busi- vided tobv the Act that they will now P. M. Codlin of Maxwell in the forRaton Cash Three Days Storm
of
mer
the
quarters
by J. H. Crist formerlv district at- nresident of the New Mexico Cattle
trations in proportion to their popu- ness, rent, labor, convenience to no loneerthe
rerailed
on
this
be
for
The
lation than 4he large cities. New market and so on. A market doing fund, neither wi'l the amount be tak- Grocery on April 1st. Mr. Lark will Precipitation was about six inches torney and now special counsel for and Horsegrowers associatior
1. t.
York and Pennsylvania, with theif a large volume of business can sell en from the Allottment of the sol- have direct charge of the business at this place during the three days the state in a number of cases aeainst; four vice presidents are:
and Mr. Codlin of the meat supply of the storm.
of which the present is thejchell. of Albert; H. L. Hodpe,
at a lower margin of profit than one dier.
.
congested big city population and whose
end. Raton Range.
Citv; John Lusk. Carlsbad: and
to come to tr'al. Mr. Crist
overhead represents a greattheir lack of space for car driving
received indicate that most
Reports
ex- s
the small
lost from , viewed the history of the bond issues Hood McCammett, Gallup. The
have one car to 23 and 24 persons er expense for each pound of meat. WANT NAMES OF ANY .
of
Postmaster Brannin of Raton, ex- one to half a dozen head, la r per bun- ilead-'ni- ! up to the presentation of the .ecutive committee now include":
"The quality and grade of a sirrespectively. The figures show that
nancn :
loin steak has an important bearing
bond known as Santa Ke rountv hond jl . M. triJonnen. m-WHO HAVE WAR CLAIMS pects to be able to transfer the city ches losing proportionately.
the most fertile field for the
Santa Fe:
e
from its present location
and tire salesman is in the upon the price to the consumer. Cuts
A few losses of stock reported are No. 2?4. on which it is alleged Kelly Foster. Cliff: Nels Field,
Sid Titts, Gallup: Frank HiibbeH
heavyLegal committees, home service ino the new bu'lding about April A. V. Lvle. about 30 head of cattle, received credit.
rural districts and that the motor of beef from
will conD.
Allen
deT.
fudce R. C. Brire overruled a
Albuquerque.
vehicle has practically become a nec- weight cattle naturally are more ex- societies- of the Red Qross and 19th.
Osley tc Culberson 40 head, Dick
month
pensive than the the same cuts from others are urged by the State Council
Born 50. W. O. Dunlap 40 Frank murrer filed by Kelly's attorneys, A tinue as secretarywillanother
essity to the farmer.
be held. The
when an election
B. Renehan and Catron and Catron
A. H. Toy wa arraigned before Chadder 28. Perfecto Casnas 60
of Defense through its chairman.
Despite the fact that since 1916 lighter weight animals."
sheep.
and pled lose Martinez ffl sheep. H. H. Hassan The a'torneys objected to the in- association has $5,000 in the treasury.
Judge Leib Wednesday
the South as a section has shown the Market conditions also have con- Charles Springer, to investigate
dictment on 29 ground, ch'ef of
upon the price claims that may be due to the de- guilty to a charge of bootlegging. A 2 cows, W. E. Chapman 2 cows.
greatest increase in car ownership siderable influence
The legislature has adjourned.
which was that the loan commisa gain of 101 per cent as compared of meat. If there is a surplus of pendents of soldiers sailors and fine of $300 and costs, with four Fort Sumner Review
sioners being a
body Much good has been accomplished
with 46 per cent in New England and meat in any particular locality prices marines, either for regular monthly month's jail sentence was suspended
had the final authority to pass on and no special harm done. A State
Southern State's are bound to go down, for meat allotments or that may be due from pending further action of the court
66 in the
DONA ANA
Raton Range.
the validity of a bond presented to Department of Health has been esratio of cars to population it lower being a perishable commodity, must war risk insurance, and to report
tablished, and steps taken toward a
them for payment.
than that of any other section of the be sold for what it will bring. The cases where the money has not bees
n
Howard L. Bickley. Henry A. Kiker
A new grand jury of which Major bond issue to meet Uncle Sam half
Dr. F. D. Garrett, a prominent
country- - Mississippi and Alabama state of the weather, interruptions in received. The state council wishes
of El Paso, has purchased the Fred Muller is chairman was sworn way on his reclamation and road
re last in the list of states with 50 transportation, an excess supply of to help such persons in getting their and Abram C Voorhees of Raton,
and .52 respectively, Maryland and poultry, fish, vegetables or other claims paid, at in many cases where have formed a partnership at at Znmalt farm, jost west of Las Cruces, in, the former jury in this cat hav- appropriations. These oftwo steps at
progress- .Florida rank first in the Sotrth with food, all have a direct effect poa payments are in arrears, the depen- torneys and conntelora at law. with one of the best farms in the tipper ing been dismissed because of a least are in the line
dent art needy.
offices in the Mendelson bnrlding.
technical fanlt In the Indictment,
Vaughn New.
the price to the consumer.
U aad 24 persons to the car.
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NEW ALLIANCE
HUNGARIAN GOVERNMENT 8END
DELEGATION TO BERLING 19
TREATY AGAINST ALLIES.

HAPGOOO

f

GERMAN

HUNGARIANS
WANT HUNS
FORM PACT TO FIGHT

L

AN

HUN

LINES.
Waattrn Newspaper t'nlon Newa Servius.
Kudnpcst, Muivli HI. Tin- Iluiiciir-la- u
government lins will u delegation
to lterlln to conclude a treiity of nlll-wusgitlnst tin- - entente iiIIIch. Uer-iuh- q

officers formerly helmming to
Field MHr.slml Murkeiisen's iinny have
arrived In ltudapcst to reorganize this
Hungarian imiiy iilonu Herman linen.
The army now numbers llHl.lKKI men.
The plunge of
IliKlnpest,
Budapest into antiiiipltallNiii continues with feverish efforts to show Hint
the. reign of law ami order Is
The city Is outwardly Millet,
since the first few clays, ill which
there was much looting, especially of
Jewelry shops. As a result of the lootpersons wen- exing it Is reported,
ecuted by thp new regime, their communistic ideas apparently lielng ton
The new freedom ovists for
violent.
those Mho are willing to live as the
government dictates. Two Important
newspapers, the Pester Lloyd and the
A Kst, print
only what the censor
permits. Foreign correspondents may
transmit .y telegraph If they write
what is desired hy the government.
Czech troops who have heeii fighting the communists In southern Slovakia have captured the city of Kas-- i
hau, Mtl.niiies northeast of llinlapest,
and other points. The Herman colonists in wesfern Hungary and Transylvania are hostile to the coiiiiiiunlsta
and are attempting to establish their
independence.
The French troops at Szegeiliu,
Hungary ami elsewhere, It Is
said, are permitting the communists
to establish themselves in cent nil as
they wish, despile the fact thai there
were riots In small Industrial centers
where the communists held organized
parades after the fashion set in Ituda-pes- t.
Mn reli MI.

iiiuIIh-tuiiiu-

I ."

Women are .loining the lied army.
Ileln Klin has installed his offices in
House rents have
the royal castle.
been reduced (1 per cent. The honies
of the wealthy are being searched anil
paintings and works of art are being

requisitioned for the purpose of establishing national galleries, after the
style of Moscow.
Those entering the country may
leave only by the personal permission
The
of Itela Kun, foreign minister.
minister has acknowledged In nil Interview that Hungary's commune does
not desire to make war on the entente
at present, but asserts that Hungary
wishes to live peacefully with all.
Several Drowned at Launching.
Hrlstol, 1'a. From ten to forty
were killed or drowned when
a temporary scaffolding, extending
around the stern of a boat on the way
lit the Merchant shipyard at Harrl-macollapsed while nearly 1.V) persons were standing on It to view the
launching of the freighter Waukitu.
Twenty-twinjured persons were
taken to the Hiirrlman hospital. Thousands bad assembled to see the launching and witnesses to the accident say
the scaffold seemed to turn over, precipitating Its occupants into twenty-fivfeet of water.
per-Ho-

o

e

Anarchiati Make New Claim.
I'arls. Another wireless message
sent to Tcliltclierln, the ltusslan
foreign minister, to Itela Kun,
hus been Intercepted by French wireThe message deals
less operators.
with the alleged spread of Bolshevism.
It says: "The revolutionary movement
certainly Is gaining In America. The
states of New York, Pennsylvania, Indiana, Illinois and Michigan are especially impregnated by Bolshevism.
"A riot bus taken place In Philadelphia, which certainly must be attributed to Bolshevist influence."
Attempt Night Battle.
Archangel- .- Tin- Bolshevik! carried
out an Intensive bombardment of the
American and British positions on
both banks of the Iiviua. At midnight
a large mivibcr of the enemy Infantry
attempted to attack Kiirgomun, but
were repulsed by the allied artillery.
Numerous direct hits were reported
during the allied shelling of the
An enemy
of Bolsboia ozert.
plane which flew over. the allied positions dropped propaganda.
e

Seattle Gets Tramway.
Seattle, Wash., March 31. The
Sound Traction, Light and Power
Company of Seattle has been transferred to the ownership anil control of
the municipality. The transfer was
made by A. W. laniard, president, to
Thomas F. Murphlne. superintendent
nf public utilities. Fifteen million dollars' worth of utility bonds was
turned over to the traction company
when the transfer of the property was
made.
Pu-g-

Miners Will Net Strike.
Indianapolis, Ind. The t,'nlted Mine
Workers of America will not participate In any general strike July 4 In
behalf of Thomas Mooney, convicted
f complicity In a bomb explosion In
8an Francisco In a preparedness day
parade. Announcement that the executive hoard of the mine workers had
declared against participation In such
a strike was made through that fnlted
Mine - Workers' Journal, the official
publication of the union.
.
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OCCUPYING OF BALTIC PORT
TAKEN THAT HUNS WILL
MAKE RESISTANCE.

18

J

OPPRESSIVE PEACE WOULD
MAKE HUNS JOIN WITH
RUSSIA.

GERMANS ARE DEFIANT
DEMAND
PERMISSION
FOR POLISH TROOPS TO

ALLIES

LAND.
Weatern Newppaper

Weimar, .March 31. Apropos of Hugo Basse's speech in the national assembly, urging a restoration of cor-

dial relations between (ierinnny nnd
Btissla, the Kreuz .eitung of Berlin
claims that llnase secretly visited
tfaal.ra Nawaapar Union
Itiga late In BUS and got Into touch
with the Bulshevlkl there. When the
John Galsworthy, the distinguished
Norman Hapgood of New York, who ICussian soviet troops were repulsed
mil llnase found agents of the Lettish British author and publicist, who Is
hat been nominated by President Wilon
Jlaase
his trail,
disaptow visiting In this country.
son as new United States minister government
to Denmark to eucceed Dr. Maurice peared.
Egan, who resigned because of poor
Copenhagen. The Budapest corre- MAY START NEW WAR
health.
spondent says the Hungarian govern- meiit lias offered to ally Itself with the
tierinaii government against the en-- I
HUNGARY
DISSOLVES ITS NAtonic, according to a dispatch received
COUNCIL.
TIONAL
here.
a member of the
llerr
Stoessel,
ANARCHISTS FORM NEW ARMY (fcrinnii majority Socialist parly, adINDICATIONS ARE STRONG THAT
AND MENACE EUROPE.
dressing the council of soldiers and
BERLIN OFFICIALS ARE
workmen at Bromberg, Prussia,
IMPLICATED.
to the Berlin Tngeldatt, threatHUNGARIANS ened that if t lie entente powers
WARNS
LENINE
AGAINST IMITATION OF RUSan oppressive peace the workers Western NVwapnppr VnliTi
Service.
SIAN TACTICS.
of (lermnny would cense work and let
March ST. Particular
Washington,
the allies come and make what they
significance is uttuclied by diplomats
wanted themselves.
here to the official visit to Moscow
Wentprn Newspaper fntoa News Service.
in the executive committee,"
"We
of Herr Kautsky, an
Hnsle, March iiS. The new Hun- Herr Stoessel is
"are
as
saying,
quoted
garian government lias begun reor- resolved that In given circumstances of the Berlin foreign office, wdth the
ganization of a revolutionary army to we may follow the exnmple of Hun- avowed object of studying Bolshevist
institutions, with u view to effecting
he recruited from the organized proWe ulso can ally ourselves with closer relations between
Germany nnd
letariat and the soldiers and workmen gary.
Kussln."
lttissia. The fact that Kautsky was
now mobilized. The chief of the Bed
sent to Moscow by the German govarmy, reports from Budapest say, is
Paris. The extension of the author- eminent at the approximate time of
the udviser of the revolutionary govof Cenerul Mungln, who, according the rise to
power of the Hungarian
ernment, but control of the conduct ity
to reports, will be chosen to direct the Bulshevlkl
strengthens the belief of
and organization of the army wdll be allied
to officials here
Hungary,
against
operations
that the recent events
In the hands of the people's commisInclude the Polish army, will be con- in Hungary, which threaten pence
sioner for military affairs.
sidered by the allied military authorihave been greatly Influ
The soldiers will get 450 crowns ties, says Le Matin, In order to estabenced, If not engineered, by Berlin
monthly and will be equipped, armed lish under one command n front from authorities.
anil fed at the expense of the stnte. the Baltic sea to the Black sea.
Two or more soldiers belonging to the
Copenhagen. The Hungarian soviet
same, family wdll get an extra allowVienna. Following the practice put
ance of M) crowns a mouth, and those Into effect by the Russian soviet gov- government, a dispatchn from Budu
written com
pest says, has received
who have dependents will get extra ernment at Moscow, bank
presidents munlcatlon from the allied mission
pay of :t(K) crowns every six months. in Budapest have become mere figure- there
that the line of demarcation laid
heads, while soviet clerks administer down In an earlier ultimatum should
of
Lenine
the
Premier
Copenhagen.
the business. Bents no longer are paid not be regarded as the political fron
Kiissian soviet government has sent a to landlords but to the
government, tier of Hungary. In accordance with
wireless dispatch to Belli Kun, the which Is
represented by the Janitors. the new decision, It is added, there
of
minister
affairs,
foreign
Hungarian
The stores have been nationalized and will be established a neutral zone for
asking for guarantees that the new the heads of factories have been re- the sole purpose of
preventing collicomIs
really
Hungarian government
those elected by the work- sions between Hungarian and Ru
hy
placed
socialistic.
munistic and not merely
men. The banking business is being manian troops.
The Hungarian na
I.eniue warns Kun against Imitating
under the new regula- tlonal council has been dissolved on
handicapped
In
detail."
"our ltusslan tactics
tions. No one Is allowed to draw out motion of Its president, a Budapest
more than $100 except in the payment dispatch today states.
Berlin. Alleged secret orders of
of salaries.
(leneral von Luttwltz to his regimenRUSSIA CAN WHIP REDS.
tal commanders Informing them that
NOW IN COMMITTEE HANDS.
the Spnrtacana are planning a new
Ready to Fight If They Had Equip
revolution, to introduce the soviet sysment.
Net
Doctrine
Monroe
and
tem, not only among the troops, but Jap Equality
Pnris. Boris Savlnkoff, acting mlnIncluded.
among the civil population. A rumor
of war in the Kercnsky cabinet,
Paris. Containing neither any ref- ister
broadcast in Berlin that a renewal of
here
declares in an Interview
the Spnrtnrnu uprising is due about erence to the Monroe doctrine nor to that 300,000 Russians are given
ready to
for
the
with
recognition
coincides
proposal
Japanese
8)
(.lune
Whitsunday
lack
of the racial equality of nations, the fight against the Bolshevikl, but
Information In the alleged orders.
and equipment. "If the entente
draft of the covenant of the league of arms
us moral and financial sup
nations is in the hands of the special will give
KOREANS RIOT.
and if It will furnish us with the
port,
amendtwo
The
committee.
drafting
"It
ments around which has centered the material," sold the
Reported 100,000 Destroy Property of
would have no need to furnish men."
much
and
diveience
Interest
greatest
Samga.
The recent Polish victories over the
of opinion, however, may be offered
In the Pinsk nnd Grodno
Seoul.
Serious disorders have oc- either
In the council of ten or to the Bolshevikl
are
districts
curred at Samga, a village in southofficially reported hy Pol
to
the
which
peace conference,
Ish headquarters In a stutement given
eastern Koreu, according to dispatches plenary
covenant must go for final action.
':
out In Paris.
received here. It is said that Koreans
numbering 100,01)0 gathered at Samga,
Silver
Big
Shipment.
Discontinue Casualty Lists.
cut telegraph wires and set fire to
San Francisco. The two richest
die town hall. Armed with scythes,
Washington. The War Department
ever
the
crossed
trains
that
has discontinued the method of Issuing
members of the mob are reported to treasure
have attached the postoffice and po- continent arrived here wdth $12,0uX),casualty lists which has hitherto made
lice stutions. There was severe fight- OOOiln bars of silver bullion, which is them available for simultaneous publl
the United States cation In all newspapers throughout
ing and many casualties were Inflicted being shipped hy
in the clash between the mob nnd the government to India for the account the country. This has been decldid upEach on because
British government.
practically all the casual
police and a "small detachment of of the
consisted of ten cars. Owing to ties Incurred in fighting have been antroops. Strong reinforcements have train
been sent to Samga. I'nrest continues the premium on silver in the Orient, nounced and few remain except deaths
tills bullion will increase 'In value.
from Injury or disease since the sign
throughout the country.
ing of the armistice. The action was
Was Planning French Revolt.
taken an the ground that the casual
To Build Cheap Airplanes.
Paris' A Ilussian anarchist named ties are not "fighting" casualties, and
New York. dipt. I'go I)'Aimunzio, Wnsili
are In the same class with
tJambaglbis, n refugee In Ly- that
Italian aviator, announced here that ons, lias been arrested for distributing deathsthey
in the navy or In the army
he had designed and begun the manu Bolshevist
propaganda. Papers found camps in this country, which are not
facture of "flivver" airplanes, so in his possession, it is declared, conformally announced.
small as to be capable of lauding on tained
plans for a popular uprising in
de' Was
road
and
almost any country
Victim.
Not
France.
The planes.
signed to sell for
The German admiralty says
Berlin.
1 1'Aiinnnzio
said, will have a
Captain
Not
it is unable to give any assistance in
wing spread of less Hum twenty feet
New York. Emphatic denial of re- solving the mystery of the disappearand will be guaranteed to fly for two
that the
league of ance early In March of last year of the
f
nnd
hours at an average ports
Fnlted States naval collier Cyclops
New York was planning an
sieed of fifty miles per hour, carrying
has been made by Wil- while bound from Brazil for the Unit
campaign
a passenger weighing not more than
liam H. Anderson, superintendent of ed States with a crew of fifteen offi105 pounds.
cers and 221 men,
passenthe organization.
gers and a cargo of manganese. AdGold.
Will Not Export
Steamer Explodes.
miralty officials say they received no
London. An order in council Issued
Venice.
Thirty persons were killed report of the sinking of the Cyclops.
prohibits the export of gold coin or and thirty others Injured by the explo- German submarines were not operatbullion anywhere.
sion of an oil tank steamer here.
ing at the time in West Indian waters.
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Waatern Newspaper Union Newa Servlca.

PERIL

AN IOWA FARMER

RUSH TROOPS

LATE

MARKET

TO DANZIG

'

NEW ARMY

ARMY ALONG

JOHN GALSWORTHY

ISN'T SOFT MONEY

ALLIES.

OFFICERS SHAPE HUN.

GARIAN

'

JOIN THE REDS

4

ORGANIZE

GERMANY MAY

Union Newa Servlca.

Chicago. A few days ago Frederick
Kunz bade adieu to the cows and
chickens on his farm at Sioux City,
tucked his wallet In his vest pocket
and journeyed to Chicago to sea tho
sights.
A stranger of magnetic mien met
blm at the Hotel LaSulle, led him aside
and whispered:
"Want to make $5,000?"
"Sure," said Farmer Kuns,
"Listen, fm George Billings, the
world's greatest faro dealer. I deal at

Reds Kill Children.
Reports of cruel treatment
of
population of Cour-lnnby Lettish Bolshevikl are reported. The Bolshevikl took a large number of old men, women and children
from Mltau through the snow to a
camp forty miles away. The children
were separated from their parents ostensibly to he educated in Bolshevik
Those in the party who
principles.
were too weak to walk were executed,
including a number of women and children. According to the reports a
number of leading residents of the
towns of Tukkum and Talsen also
were executed by the Bolshevikl.
Berlin.

d

Food Ships Reach Germany.
at Germnn
Berlin The arrival
ports of the first American food ships
was just in the nick of time to meet
the crisis in the food situation. The
potato ration In greater Berlin was reduced to three pounds and no fresh
ment is available for issue to residents
of cities. These residents are receiv
ing canned meat from, the remnants of
the army's stores. Restaurant proprietors are able to get little food at any
price simply because the supply no
longer exists. Private persons with
ample incomes also report the same
trouble in obtaining food from long
cultivated surreptitious sources.

Airplane Cops.
New York. Plans of the New York
police department for a "cloud cop"
section materialized when twenty-siAmerican, British and French aviators
were sworn in in the office of Deputy Police Commissioner Rodman
Wanamaker as members of the police
Col. Jefferson de Mount
reserves.
Thompson, who will command the police aviation squadron, announced that
uniforms for the aerial patrolmen had
been ordered, and that planes would
be ordered In May.
x

Cattle.

Fat steers.' choice to prime. l 004 l(.f
Fat iteers, good to choice.. 15.004 16.IS
Fat steers,
fair to good. .. . lS.OOi 14.H
11.10

11.508
Heifers, prime
Cows, fat, good to choice.. 11.004 ia.25
1.60
10.(5
Cows, fair to good
1.6V
8.004
Cowe, medium to fair
6.5
6.004
Cows, cannera
RuTU
7.004 s.e
Veal calves
14.004 16.75
16.00
Feeder, good to choice. ... 13.7tf
12.004 1I.M
Feeders, fair to good
Htockere. good to choice...
ll.
1.(0 10.(0
Stockers, fair to good

HKS.

Good hogs

1.76

01 0.11

$19.00
IS. 50

18.76

Sheep.

fat, lieht
Lambs, fat, heavy
Ewe, good to choice
Lamba,

12.6013.75

Dressed Poultry.
The following prices on dress4
poultry are net F. O. B. Denver:
2
Turkeys, No. Is
23 W
Turkeys, old tome
1
Turkeys, choice
17
,
,
22
Ducks, youns:
'
Geese
20 021
,
.,
1
12
ltooaters

,J2

Ht-n-

,'

',

Live Poultry.
Turkeye, 9 lbs. or over
Ducks, young
Qeeae
Springs
Broilers. 114 to 2 lbs

sacs.
Eggs, strictly freah,
count

cue

"
t27

28
26
18
;1

Hene, lb

420
H

12
39

1

10.4010.60

llutter.

Creameries, ex. first grade,
lb
second grade
Creameries,
lb
(cold
Process storage),
butter
1'ucking stock

65

(2

52063
37 438

Vegetables.
9.00
$8.
Beans, Navy, cwt
4.U0HJ1 6.00
Beans, Pinto, cwt....
.30
Beans, Lima, lb
.350 .40
Beans, green, lb
.40
.36i)l
Beans, wax, lb
'. 2.00 41 2.60
Beets, new, cwt
.13 0 .20
Brussels sprouts
Ca.bh8.irtt. filn.
1.750 2.00
4.000 6.00
Onions, cwt.
"Want to Make $5,000?"
lb
.160 .It
Cauliflower,
.650 1.60
Celery,
homegrown,
doj...
a millionaire club bere. But they've Cucumbers, h. h doi.
S.0.00. 1.6
1.600 1.75
head, dox
cheated me out of a $12,000 commis Lettuce,
.760 .66
Onions, table, dos
4.000 6.00
sion, and I want revenge. All I want Onions, cwt.
2.00
1.4UW
cwt
new,
Potatoes,
to
to
of
worth
do
is
$1,000
you
buy
.300 ' .35
Radishes, long hothouse..,
chips and I'll throw the game to you,
.350 .40
Radishes, round, hothouse..
1.500 1.76
"Where do we go from here?" asked Turnips, cwt.
Mr. Kunz.
HAY AND GRAIN MARKET.
"Meet us In Lincoln park tomorrow
F. O. B. Denver, Carload Prices.
at the zoo. We'll explain the details."
Hay.
They met Mr. Kunz, Billings, and
Buying Prices.
his partner, whom be Introduced as Colorado upland, per ton. .$22.00023.00
20.09 0 21.00
Everett Mollne. They had laid the Nebraska, per ton
Prairie Hay, Colorado asd SO.
proposition before Kunz and he had bis
ton
00021. 00
Nebraska, per
23.00024.00
hand on the wallet, when there sudden Timothy, per ton
ton
ID.00020.00
Alfalfa,
per
ly appeared four detectives from Chief South Park, per ton
: 22.OU023.OO
Mooney's office, who placed Billings Gunnison Valley, per ton.. 21.00021.00
6.00 0 0.00
ton
and Mollne under arrest as confidence Straw, per

Berlin Gen. Nudnnt, representing
Marshal Focli, on Wednesday submitted a note to the German government
demanding a passage through Danzig
for the Polish divisions under Gen.
Haller, which are a part of the allied
army, and permission for their further
march to Poland to maintain order.
The note added that any refusal
would be regarded as a breach of the
armistice.
The Germnn government, after exhaustive deliberations by party leaders, laid down its standpoint In a
reply which asserts that, according to
the armistice treaty, it was only
obliged to grant the allies free access
to the Vistula to maintain order in
territories of the former Russian empire. The note refers to Incidents
during ihe journey of Ignace Jan
the polish premier, "who,
en.
grossly violating the hospitality acFarmer Kuns bad tipped off the po
corded him on German soil, gave the lice.
signal for revolt and civil war, and
who, when he was in Danzig in De- $1,000 AS CONSCIENCE BALM
cember, 1918, said, 'If the Polish divisions from France and Italy should be
Man Fifty Year Ago and
in Danzig, then Danzig nnd all West Defrauded
Now Makes Restitution to
Prussia would be Polish.' "
Daughters.
l,

Western Newspaper Union News Service
DEITVRR MARKETS.

Paris, March 29. News was received here that the Germans are Increasing the garrison at Danzig. This
is taken as indicating an intention to
resist whatever disposition the peace
conference may muke of the port,
Copenhagen, March 21). The German government nt Weimar lias received from the allied high command
a demand for permission for Polish
troops to land at Danzig nnd to march
through Herman territory to I'olund,
according to a dispatch received there
from Weimar. For several Weeks negotiations have been In progress to
send the three Polish divisions in
France under Gen. Haller to Poland.
It was proposed to land them at Danzig and then send them into Poland,
but Germany objected to tills plan
and offered other ports ns substitutes.
These Polish divisions saw fighting
in France and are fully armed and
equipped. The German attitude against
their landing at Danzig hus been that
the Poles might remain ttiere nnd hold
that port, which the Poles cluiin us
their outlet to the Baltic.

QUOTATIONS

Grata.
12.46
Oats, Neb. 100 lbs., buying
Corn chop, sack, selling
1.10
1.06
Corn in sack, selling
4.00
White cornmeal, per 100 lbs
4.00
Tallow cornmeal per 100 lbs
1.14
Oluten feed, sacked, selling
Bran, Colo., per 100 lbs, selling.. 1.76
Flour.
Hungarian Patent, 98 lbs., sacked,
to
15.14
discount
subject
Hungarian, 48 lbs., sacked,- sub1.(7-ject to discount
Hungarian, 24 lbs., sacked, subl.lt
ject to discount

Bloomington, 111. An unusual case
of conscience rasping developed when
Mrs. Mary Kable of VIrden and hei
two sisters, Mrs. H. B. Henkel and
Mrs. G. A. Hulett, both of SangamoE
county, were given $1,000 by an old
man who claimed to have defraudec
their father, Peter Freeman, a hall
century ago.
In 1869 Freeman owned a flock ol
sheep which were disease stricken
The hired man, William Dohrf, said II
the sheep were sent to Missouri the
Freeman sold thi
might be cured.
flock to Dohrf for $1,000, the money tc
be paid if the sheep survived. Dobrl
saved a few, shipped them to Montana
and they became the nucleus of a for
tune.
He Is now rated as a millionaire and
decided to hunt up the relatives ol
Freeman and pay them the money h
agreed to pay 50 years ago.

i

HIDKS AND PELTS.
furnished by Charles
(Quotations
Friend 4k Co., Inc.)
FHat Hides.
Dry
and up
Butcher, 16 lbs. 10
lie
lbs
29c
Butcher, under
' 27c
Fallen, all weights
17c
Bulls and staas
14c
Culls
Dry salted nldes, 6c per lb. less.
to
Dry horsehldes
price of green salted.
Dry Fllut Hides.
Wool pelts
28c
Short wool pelts
23c
Butcher shearings No. 1
17c
No. i and murrain shearlings...,.
8c
Bucks, saddles and pieces of pelts. 16c
Grera Suited
Hides, Etc.
1
No.
(over 15 lbs.).. 14c
Heavy cured, No.
2 (over 25 lbs.)., lie
cured
Heavy No.
1
10c
Bulls,
09c
Bulls, No. 2
Glues, hides and skins
,08c
one-ha-

lf

two-thir-

,

Kip. No. 1
KId. No. 2

.11

Olio

I4sise

Calf, No. 11
t028o
14010c
Calf, No.
a
mass, ic per id, less than
cured.
Oresn hides, to per lb. less than
cured.
Greea Salted Hursekldua.
No. 1
7.00v.00No. 1
t.OOffiil.OO
Headless. 50c less.
Ponies and glue
1.0001.00fari-cure-

Baby's Hand Bitten Off
By Pet Hog of Family
The infant child of Mr. and
Mrs. W. Brldgeman of Asheville,
N. G, was attacked by a pet hog
and had one hand chewed off
and the other badly mangled before help could arrive on the
scene.
The child and pet hog, which
had the run .of the house and
yard, were left In the kitchen by
Mrs. Brldgeman while she was
in the yard. The mother heard
the chl)d suddenly begin to
scream, and rushing back to the
kitchen, found the baby gone.
Following the cries of the little one she found it In the yard,:
where the hog bad dragged it.
and when she arrived the baby
was being violently shaken by
the hog.

Miscellaneous Markets.
Metal Markets.
Colorado Settlement Prices.
Bar silver. 11.01.
Copper, lb., 15c.
Lead. 16.25.
Spelter. 16.25.
Tungsten, per unit, 113.004?I14.00.

At Chleaaa).
Bulk of salea..
Chicago!
Hogs
119.150 19.60; heavy weight..-119.6019.66; medium weight. 119.26019.10;
liKht welKht. 118.75Sl9.4S:
llirht.
117.60 19.00; sows. 117.60018.86; pigs.
i
llt.600 17.15.
Cattle Heavy beef, steers. lilrTSA
20.40; light beef steers, lM.lS01g.76;

liht

.

Will Try Kaiser.
Berlin, March 28. The national assembly is establishing a special court
to try Genarsl Ludendorff, former
and
Chancellor von Bethman-Hollweother officials alleged to be responsible for the war, a dispatch from Weimar reported today. Former Emperor William and former Crown Prince
Frederick William will be among those
who will be tried by the high court
which the German national assembly
will create.

Disguised to Cross Frontier.
Geneva. Archduke Joseph Francis
and Julius Ommelch, a former millionaire, dressed as peasants, were arrested when trying to cross the Hungarian
frontier into Germany. They were be
trayed by their hands, which were not
In keeping with the costumes they
wore. Their finger nails were manicured and the hands generally clean
and showing no signs of hard work.
Bela Kun, the foreign minister, ordered both imprisoned.

hnlrki.r fnwrm ainrf half... t7 IcAil
cannera, and cutters, $5.60010.06; (real
calves. 111.00 0 16.60: atortcer and feeder steers, 18.26016.60. ,
...
Sheep Lambs. 14 Dounda or
15 pounds
or tetter.
118.00020.16;
117.75020.16: culls. 114.00017.71: ewes. Mr
medium and good, Hi. 76014. 00: culls
and
common, 14.00 011.60. .
MHI
MtMMHMM
Cash Grata la Cfetoaaja.
Ma S
Judge Prescribe Cur.
.iiam a. mm
CIliI.ArAM
LOOK: No. 4 yellow. Il;64al tt N.
Detroit Mich. Frank Hayes, al
0LII.
yellow, 41.(4
leged confidence man, leaning again ( Oats
No. 1 white. IIVMrWc- a lamppost told officers he was tot dard. 4708Uc.
Rye no. i. ti.sevi.stM.
tired to "move on." Justice Hestot
Barley 11.01 01.11.
prescribed: ou days' rest in the work
Timothy 17.00 10.00.
Clover Nominal.
"V
house.
Pork Nominal.
Lard 128.00.
Ribs 126.600 16.16.
Some Thief.
Kansas
City, Mo. Some thief
11 lea at Sasgaa-.Broke lock oft. bam door of BaltUnort
New York, Bugar Centrifugal. T.aa,
Cut
loaf.
10.60;
crushed. 10.16; mould
ft Ohio Coal company harnessed team A. S.ao:
cubes, 9.71; JtXXX powdered.
and drove load of coal away. Then re 9.J0; powdered.
9.11; fine trraaulatedi
and diamond A. 9.00; confectioners' A.
turned horses and wagon.

Will Fight Enslaving Peace.
Right
Refuse Landing at Daniig.
Pnris. Persistent rumors that all
Paris. The Prussian national asParis. The German authorities, acEurope is on the verge of a financial cording to news reaching the Polish sembly has. voted unanimously against
collapse are not justified by the facts, national committee, have refused to the relinquishment by Germany of any
a prominent American financial exallow 800 Polish refugees, mostly wom- of the' Rhine territory, especially the
pert, who has been engaged for many
en and children, to land at Danzig on Sarre basin, according to German dis
facthe
months in studying
problems
The ground patches. The advices also tell of meet
their
way to Poland.
ing the peace conference said in a
In all parts
Conditions were serious, taken is said to have been that there ings of protest multiplying
statement.
lie added, but not panicky, and will are too many refugees already in Dan- of Germany against what is called an
doubtless be relieved creatly. when zig. The steamer was compelled to 'enslaving peace," It is said these
lieace Is signed and the embargoes return to Rotterdam, from where the manifestations are being organised by
He fred'eted that England refugees were sent, to a Dutch concen- the government through Count von
fted.
Brockdqrff-Rantzau- ,
will be stronger within a year
tration camp.

Dump Reds on Black Sea.
London. In pursuance of the gov
ernment's policy to deport all known
Russian Bolshevikl from Great Britain, a batch of about 100 of the most
notorious of these persons are to be
to Odessa. If,
shipped about
meantime, Odessa is captured by the
Bolshevikl, the deported persons will
be landed on the beach under the guns
of the British fleet The Bolshevists
In England are mostly congregated In
East London.

"CMeassa
Soldier Victimized
Wife
, n
,
Ch!rf- - - Kuttnr PreSw.',
tna
Rockford, III. By promising b (?.
Eggs Firsts.
firsts,
elope with Mrs. Nicholas Gruenwaid ol
Ordinary
at mark, cases Included. It
Rrrfkford, 111., a Camp Grant soldlet
secured the key to her home, stole
uncuangea.
foul
try Alive,
tVStmtoea
Raceibta.' at
atr.
her husband's entire savings, $200 changed.;
from a trunk, then disappear
Iabiii' Int.Hnaw aiuM1m.t.f. aT,"
Gruenwaid forgave his wife.
ron ann war made ta a na jam..
throughout the United, State ,jy the
Judge Agreed With Her.
Boston. Richard D. Wallace want- federal banks o loqg time first mort-mrInFebruary. , arenrdinaed to tattoo pictures on his wife'
body. She obiected to belnar ilnVn'l. monthly statement of the ramv joae
ed. Judge Chase' said she was right Bureau ooara given, snrc n"washu4
toot
ana gave ner a divorce.

fifty-seve-

To Plead Ireland's Claim.
Washington. Passports have been
granted by the State Depnrtntent to
Frank I. Walsh, Kdward F. Dunne and
Michael K. ltyun, who are going to
Paris to present Ireland's claims at the
peace conference. In submitting their
request for pussHrts Mr. Walsh and
Mr. Ryan, representing the committee,
stated that the purpose of their mission was "to obtain for the delegates
selected by the people of Ireland a
hearing at the pence conference."

Motor Company Fixes Minimum.
Oakland, Cal. Establishment of a
minimum wage scale of $6 a day at
Motor Car
the plant of the
Company, involving about 2,000 em
ployes has been announced here by
Col. F. J. Hall, senior member of the
firm. "It is to meet the high and
growing cost of living and in a measure to offset, or at least manfully and
squarely meet, the growing Industrial
unrest that we hnve decided upon the
new wage scale," Colonel Hall said.
Hall-Sco-
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PRODUCE GROWERS KEPT IN TOUCH WITH
CONDITIONS BY GOVERNMENT SERVICE
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EFFECT OF WEATHER
CONDITIONS IS FELT

I

MARKET

Crop and Market Servloe of Depart
ment of Agriculture Keeps Both
Shipper and Consumer Post-- .
ed on Situation.
(Prepared by the United 8tates Department ot Agriculture.)
Any given weather condition cold,
rain or heat may affect one market
one way and another market in- the
directly opposite way. A period of
' rainy weather, for Instance, might
put peach prices away up In New York
or Chicago and away down in Atlanta
or Augusta. The effect of any par
ticular weather condition Is likely to
be different In the big consuming market from what It Is In producing sections. In the case cited, the rain
might delay gathering. Then at the
beginning of fair weather, great quantities of more or less damaged peaches
would come In at once, Instead of being distributed over a period of weeks,
and prices would go dbwn sharply.
At the same time, a shortage would
have been caused In some of the large
cities and prices would go up. Another set of conditions might reverse the
process, making prices high In producing sections and relatively low at
The crop and
consuming markets.
market reporting service of the United
States department of agriculture, carrying full information on weather and
crop conditions, keeps both the ship-- .
per and the consumer posted as to
such conditions and, In a general way,
works to smooth out such dlscrep-ancle&
-

eeMt

TERMS

by the United States De
partment of Agriculture.)
The market Is FIRM
when, for the commodity
under consideration, prices are
holding fairly from day to day
and from week to week, with the
values more prompt than the declines and values gaining, only
a few cents when compared with
the week or fortnight before.
The market Is STRONG
when the advances are fairly
sharp and the declines slight and
quickly overcome.
The market Is WEAK
when the declines are sharp
and persistent, continually reaching low points and making only
slight and short recoveries. The
degree of weakness Is measured
by the frequency and extent of
such movements.
The market Is DRAGGING
when prices sag almost Imperceptibly, simply falling a little
short of the previous top quotations from time to time so that
the decline Is scarcely noticeable
except by comparison with the
level of the previous week or
month.
Reports of the condition of the
crop, the shipments, the weather,
are factors In determining what
may be expected to follow a
firm, strong, weak, or dragging
market.
The progressive produce grower studies all of these
conditions and markets his produce accordingly..
(Prepared

One Market May Go Up While Another Goes Opposite Way.

i-
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Using the Government'! Eyei to Improve Opportunities.
(Prepared by the United State Depart- he promptly regulates his seed beds
ment' of Agriculture.)
and moisture In such way as materiShaping one's course by faith rather
to
than by sight la doubtless good prac- ally to advance the maturity of bis
take advantage of the shortage
crop
tice, spiritually speaking, but produce soon to occur.
One such grower of
growers used to find It mighty dis- hothouse lettuce
says that the governastrous In business. Of course, some
ment crop and market reporting serof them are still following the faith
vice Is worth $500 a year to him In
system of growing and marketing, be- that
way.
cause they have not seen fit to use the
Here Is another concrete Illustraeyes furnished thera by the govern'
ment in the crop and market reporting tion: During the past season there
service of the United States depart was a short crop of potatoes In Virment of agriculture.
These are still ginia and Maryland. The crop and
market reporting service Informed poplanting, gathering, and marketing tato
growers over the country of that
more or less at random, but a con
fact In time for them to take advanstantly Increasing number are looking
around and ahead, seeing what other tage of It. As a result, some southern
sections are doing, finding where any growers held their potatoes for a few
while some northern growers
shortage or surplus Is likely to be pro- weeks,
and marketed theirs a little earduced, ascertaining special advantages dug
or disadvantages In consuming centers, lier than usual, thus not only obtainand generally getting a forecast of the ing better prices, but filling In a period
market from crop and other conditions when there would have been otherwise
a shortage of new potatoes.
the country over.
Shows Market Advantages.
The farslghted
southern
potato
The service Indicates, to the grower
grower no longer plants blindly or by
rote. He takes Into account the vol' who uses It Intelligently, temporary
nme and probable movement of the and local market advantages. A city
northern crop and the quantity of the that this week Is an extremely poor
old crop likely to come over till spring. market for a particular commodity
The northern grower watches the de- may be the best market for that com'
velopment of the southern crop. If modlty next week. The grower who
the southern acreage Is reduced. If has followed the reports and correctly
there are late freezes, If anything hap- Interpreted conditions Is thus In posipens to bring about a material reduc- tion to ship In such way as to get his
tion of the crop In the South or In produce on that market at the begin
section of ning of better prices.
any large
e
the North, the
The results are beneficial alike to
northern
grower is In position to make money producer and consumer. Theeproducer
takes advantage of the market whern
by putting in a late acreage and
It. The Texas onlnn grower, prices are best. The consumer has it
before time for planting, takes Into more regular supply and usually with'
consideration
the quantity of old out extreme fluctuations In prices. Ot
northern stock In storage and the rate course, such application of benefits Is
not yet universal. The.'servlce Is com
at which It Is going to market.
Worth 1500 to This Grower.
paratively new and many people have
In a score of lines the same system not yet learned to avail themselves of
Is being followed. Take, for illustra- it. However, the 32 permanent branch
tion, the case of a grower of hothouse offices of the bureau of markets and
lettuce In the neighborhood of one of the numerous temporary stations In
the large eastern cities. Ordinarily he shipping areas bring within reach of
grows to meet a fairly late market, practically all shippers the Informaafter the Florida and South Carolina tion furnished In the form of daily
crops are off. But If he receives news market bulletins, weekly market re- ef a destructive freeze In the South, I views and monthly news articles.

Stories of personal bravery that
would be almost unbelievable were
they not told in. official reports are
disclosed by the war department's
records of the awards of the Distinguished Service Cross to mem
bers of the American Expeditionary
forces. Following are a few of the
official reports that have been se
lected by General Pershing's own
staff as presenting most striking instances of gallantry on the part of
American soldiers under fire:
SAMUEL WOODFILL,
Lieutenant, Company M, 60th
Infantry.
Three acts of conspicuous daring In
one day near Cunel, France, October
12, 1018, won the Distinguished Serv
Ice Cross for Lieut. Woodflll.
While
he was leading bis company against
the enemy his line came under heavy
machine gun fire, which threatened to
hold up the advance.
Followed by
two soldiers at twenty-fiv- e
yards, this
officer went out ahead of his first line
toward a machine gun nest and
worked his way around its flank, leaving the two soldiers in front. When
be got within ten yards of the gun
It ceased firing and four of the enemy
appeared, three of whom were shot
The fourth, an
by Lieut. Woodflll.
officer, rushed at Lieut. Woodflll, who
attempted to cluh the officer with his
rifle. After a
struggle.
Lieut. Woodflll killed the officer with
his pistol. His company thereupon
continued to advance until shortly
afterward another machine gun nest
was encountered. Calling his men to
follow, Lieut. Woodflll rushed ahead
of his line In the face of heavy fire
from the nest, and when several of
the enemy appeared above the nest
be shot them, capturing three other
members of.the crew and silencing the
gun. A few minutes later this officer,
for the third time, demonstrated conspicuous daring by charging another
machine gun position, killing five men
In one machine gun pit with his rifle.
He then drew his revolver and started
to Jump Into the pit when two other
gunners only n few yards away turned
their gun on him. Falling to kill them
with his' revolver, he grabbed a pick
lying near by and killed both of them.
Inspired by the exceptional courage
displayed by this officer, his men
pressed on to their objective under
severe shell and machine gun fire.
Lieut. Woodflll Is married and lives
at 167 Alexandria Pike, Fort Thomas,
First

hand-to-han- d

Ky.

GEORGE H. MALLON,
Captain, 132nd Infantry.
Capt. Mallon was decorated for In
trepldlty beyond the call of duty In
the Boise de Forges, France, Septem
ber 26, 1918. Becoming separated
from the balance of his company because of a fog, Capt. Mallon, with nine
soldiers, pushed forward and attacked
nine hostile machine guns, capturing
all of them without the loss of a man,
Continuing on through the woods, he
led his men in attacking a battery of
450 mm. howitzers which were In action, rushing the position and capturing the battery and Its crew. In this
encounter Capt. Mallon personally at
tacked one of the enemy with bis fists.
Later when the party came upon two
more machine guns, this officer sent
men to the flanks, while he rushed
forward directly In the face of the
fire and stlenced the guns, being the
first one .of the party to reach the
nest. The exceptional . gallantry and
determination displayed by Capt. Mallon resulted in the capture of 100 prisoners, eleven machine guns, four 450
mm. howitzers and. one
gun. Capt. Mallon s home address Is
1081 Hallock street, Kansis City, Mo.
ft

WILLIAM R. PECK,
Sergeant, Company C, 354th Infantry.
SergL Peck (deceased) received the
Distinguished Service Cross for conspicuous gallantry In action near
November 1, 1918. He was
advancing with his company across
an open fleldwhen enemy guns opened
Are on them from two sides. The attention of the platoon commander was
directed to the gun on his direct front,
while the enemy on the right was leveling his gun upon him. Seeing the
predicament of his commander, Sergt.
Peck threw himself against the offi
cer, pushing him Into a shell Jiole, but
exposing himself to the Are. which Instantly killed him. His home was In
Washburn, Wis.
'

Cowpeas Are Really Beans.
HAROLD W. ROBERTS,
Cowpeas really are not peas bnt
Spring oats occupy the land bnt a
Company A, 344th Battalion,
Corporal,
beam. They are the kind of beans xew monens.
Tank Corps.
most commonly cultivated for food In
For deliberately going to his death
the old world. In our country they
Lime promotes the growth ot the
to save a companion In the Montre-bea- u
are used mainly as a pasture crop.
pumpkin on add lands.
woods, France, October 4, 1918,
Roberts was awarded 'the DisCorp.
Pasture.
Neither sorghum nor Sudan grass
Splendid Spring
tinguished Service Cross. Corp. RobIf stock Is turned on sweet clover In nay are equal to clover or alfalfa.
erts, a tank driver, was moving his
tne spring before it has had a chance
tank into a clump of bushes to afto become woody, It makes a splendid
The feeding value of emmer, pound ford
protection to another tank which
pasture.
for pound. Is about the same as oats, had been
disabled. The tank slid into
Remedy fur Sour 8olIa.
Soy beans and the southern cowpea
For sour soil, lime Is the remedy. It need very little liming
an acid solL
THE MUSK RAT.
.
can be applied In the form of crushed
limestone. About two tons to the acre
The concrete floor Is aU the better
The musk rat, as its name would in
will sweeten most soils in a year's if roughened a little, at tTiat the stock
dicate, is a species of rat It is found
will not slip.
nowhere but in America. Its body la
e
shaped like that of the ordinary rat
Lime Helps Alfalfa.
With hay it la altogether too com- but Instead of the short, close hair
Alfalfa Is not suited to add condi- mon a practice to mix good and poor of the land species. It is covered by a
tions in the soil, and lime has often a bales in the same car.
thick reddish-brow- n
fur, and because
wonderful effect on Its growth.
It lives much In the water it hss
The only cases where early plowing webbed toes. Although very awkward
'
Is not desirable are in those seasons on land. It la lively and playful In
8eeding Rape Crop. .
Rape may be seeded alone or with and on those soils in which the land water, and la a great swimmer and
ther crops.
diver.
runs together after plowing.

a shell bole, ten feet deep, filled with1
water, and was Immediately submerged. Knowing that only one ot
the two men In the tun't could escape, Corp. Roberts said to the gur
ner, "Well, only one of us can get
out, and out you go," whereupon he
pushed his companion through the
back door of the tank and was himself drowned. Oorp. Roberts" home
address was 5 Market street, San
Francisco, Col.
nALAN LOUIS EGGERS,
Sergeant, M. G. Co., 107th Infantry.
Unusual bravery displayed In aiding
comrades In distress near Catelot,
France, September 29, 1918, won the
Distinguished Service Cross for Sergt.
Eggers.
Becoming Separated from
their platoons by a smoke barrage,
Sergt. Eggers, Sergt. John G. Latham
and Cbrporul Tlioinas E. O'h'heu took
cover In a shell hole well within the
enemy's lines. Upon lieu ring a call for
help from an American tank, which
had become dlsuhled, thirty yards from
fcbem, the three soldiers left their shelter and started toward the tank, under
heavy flre from German machine guns
and trench mortars. In crossing the
area, Corp. O'Shea was mor
tally wounded but his companions, un
deterred, proceeded to the tank, res
cued a wounded ollleer, and assisted
two soldiers to cover In the sup of
Sergt. Eggers and
nearby trench.
Sergt. Latham then returned to the
tunk In the face of the violent flre,
dismounted a Iiotcliklss gun and took
it back to where the wounded men
were, keeping off the enemy all day by
the effective use of the gun, and later
bringing It, with the wounded men
back to our lines under cover of dark
ness. Sergt. Eggers' home is at 152
Summit avenue, Summit, N. J.
flre-swe-
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Was Held for Ransom by Smugglers on a Lonely
Island.

CAPTIVE FOR 12 YEARS

i .?

K

Distress 8ignal Answered by Small
eeds
Fishing Vessel Off Texas
in Reaching Mainland.

IP

a

Coast-Succ-

Rockport, Tex. Being kent on a
lonely island for more thun twelve
years by a gang of bandits or smug-ilerwho hoped to secure a large ransom from relatives for her release, and
only making her escupe through an act
of fate, Is the remarkable experience
of a young woman Just budding Into
womanhood who has arrived at Rock-porTex. The young girl knows nothing of herself or relatives other than
she answered to the name of "Nellie"
for several years.
"Nellie" came to the mainland from
one of the five small Islands lying five
miles off the coast. In a small Ashing
vessel which saw her signal of dls
tress. She had been on the island
alone for two days following the death
of an old negro woman who constant
ly guarded her.
Lived in House Made of Rocks.
The girl said the greater part of the
time she was on the island she lived
with the negro woman in a house
made of rocks.
"Nellie" declared
her old Jailer never heat her but once,
and that was when she asked if there
were other bearded men and black
women on ships which sometime
passed in sight, and why they could
not go away to some other house on
one of the ships.
According to the strnnge story relafr
ed by the girl, the bandits contemplat
ed taking her to South America, where
she said they could get lots of money
for her. "Nellie" said the men had
a large sailing boat. The bandits nev
er sailed towanl the Texan coast, she

h

Court Solves Problem.
New Tort. How to be happy In Jail
Some of the piles in use In Amster- has been solved by the court. MagisJoseph
dam are three to four hundred years trate Koenig. sentencing
old. That part which Is not In the O'Brien for disorderly conduct, said:
ground In salt water Is often bored Thirty days. In sour cell think that
by a pile worm near the surface, bnt yon might have had to serve six
is preserved by driving In nails with months, and that will make yon
very large heads, so as to give the happy."
pile an iron coating. This coating Is
"Same Drunk."
then transformed by the water Into a
Oklamoha City, Okla.
"Mornln'.
layer of rust which protects the wood
from the pile worm.
This process Judge." "Drunk again. Twice in two
miMt be repeated every fifteen years. weeks." "Not guilty. Same drunk."
Frad Sinckax nald tl9.
8TAKES

TRUCKS WILL

FROM BANDITS

J. HUNTER WICKERSHAM,
Second Lieutenant, 353rd Infantry,
For conspicuous gallantry, resulting
In his death, neur Limey, France, Sep
tember 12, 11)18, Lieut. Wlekershara
wus awarded the Distinguished SerV'
Ice Cross. Advunclng with his platoon
during the St. Mlhlel offensive, Lieut.
Wlckershum was severely wounded In
four places by the bursting of a high
explosive shell. Before receiving any
aid for himself, he dressed the wounds
of his orderly," who was wounded at
the same time. lie then ordered and
accompanied the further advance of
his platoon, although weakened by the
loss of blood. His right hand and arm
being disabled by wounds, he contln
ued to flre his revolver with his left
hand until, exhausted by the loss of
blond, he fell and died from his
wounds before aid could be adminis
tered. Lieut. Wickershatr's home ad'
dress was 3416 Colfax boulevard, Den
ver, Colo.
Hi
MARCELLUS H. CHILES,
'
Captain, 356th Infantry.
was
decorated for con
Capt. Chiles
spicuous bravery In action, which resulted in his death near Le Cliampy
Bas, France, November 3; 1918. When
his battalion, of which he had just
taken command, was hnlted by ma'
chine gun flre from the front and left
flank, Capt. Chiles picked up the rifle
of a dead soldier and, calling on his
men to follow, led the advance across
a stream waist deep, In the face of
the machine gun flre. Upon reach'
Ing the opposite hank, this gallant officer was seriously wounded in the ab
domen by a sniper, but before permit
ting himself to he evacuated he made
for turning
complete arrangements
over his command to the next senior
officer, and under the Inspiration of
his fearless leadership his battalion
reached Its objective.
Capt. Chiles
ded shortly after reaching the hosHis
home was at 2815 West
pital.
street, Denver, Colo.
The Strange Man Was Carried Away
Dead.
ROY W. REEVES,
went down the bay In the dl
but
said,
Corporal, 98th Company, 8ixth Marines. rectlon of Mexico. At one time,
long
Corp. Reeves, whose home Is with ago, when she was but a little girl, the
his mother, Mrs. J. W. Reeves, 3769 bandits
brought another man to the
Chamour avenue, East San Diego, Cal., Island, she
said. "Nellie" can remem
was decorated for an act of conspicu- ber them
drinking and singing and
ous intrepidity In action with the eneplaying cards. The next day, she said,
my near Blanc Mont, France, October the strange man was carried away
1918.
a
8,
During
stiffly contested dead.
hand grenade fight Corp. Reeves saw a
Will Explore Islands.
grenade fall in the midst of five of his
"Nellie" Is a pretty girl. Her hair
he Is brown, and her
Without hesitation
comrades.
bright, snappy eyes
rushed forward and picked It up, hurl- are hazel. From her general appear
ing It from the trench. The grenade ance the people of Rockport believe
exploded a few yards from his hand, she must be of Spanish descent.
wounding him severely, but his act
A party has been organized to ex
averted injury to all of his comrades. plore the rock house on the Island and
to trap the bandits, with a view of
EARL J. CHEEVERS,.
forcing them to tell something of the
she may be returned
Co., 132nd little girl, that
8ergeant, Headquarters
to her parents or relatives.
Infantry.
Sergeant Cheevers received the Dis
HAIR
OFF WOMAN'S
tinguished Service Cross for extraor- CLIPS
dinary heroism In action near Bols de
Forges, France, September 20, 1918. But Intruder Leaves Tresses Behind
While engaged in maintaining a line of
Also Steale $20 Without
communication, Sergeant Cheevers saw
Waking Couple.
four of the enemy enter a dugout dur
N.
J. Mrs. William Haw
ing an attack. Armed with only a pisPassaic
tol, he followed. Upon reaching the thorne, forty years old, of 422 Harrison
dugout he ordered the men to come street, reported to the police that durout When they refused, he entered ing the night a thief had entered her
and routed out and captured twelve bedroom and clipped off her long, golden hair. So quietly did the thief go
prisoners.
(at
about his work that he not only did not
arouse Mrs. Hawthorne, but was not
RAY C. DICKOP,
heard by her husband. In an adjoining
First Lieutenant, 127th Infantry.
room, nor by two children in another
Lieut Dlckop (deceased) was deco room near by.
rated for extraordinary heroism In
The police found marks which Indi
action In the attack on Flame. France, cated that the thief had used a
Jimmy
In August of 1918. On reaching Che- - on the kitchen window.
They also
celles farm, he was shot In the head, found a
pair, of scissors. Mrs. Haw.
Although fatally thorne said she believed she had been
body and legs.
ancame
orders
for
when
wounded,
chloroformed, as when she awoke she
other assault be gave the command felt sick. The thief also took $20 which
led
the
his
to
and
company
"charge"
was in a tin box, but evidently he had
assault until he fell dead. Miss Lena no use for the hair after
clipping It
West
lives
at
Bend, as it was found
Schiller, his aunt,
alongside the empty
Wis.
Mrs.
box
Hawthorne.
monvy
by
Thirty-sevent-

MOTOR

GIRL ESCAPES

t,

8
Transporting

Cow to Market in a

Trailer.

World's problems are being solved
by the motor truck, according to William Fulton MelhnJsh,
president of
a large motor truck concern. Careful gathering of statistics by Mr.
Melhulsh, consultations with authorities, have shown conclusively that !0
per cent of the perishable products
of the American farmers do not reach
the market.
"Motor trucks will ultimately fill the
bill and enable every farmer to get to
the market 100 per cent of his production of perishable foods," said Mr.
Melhulsh. "As America promotes its
road building efforts and improves the
highways the farmers will see the
light by millions and motor truck makers will never be uhlo to meet the
demand for their product.
Work of One Man.
"Some days ago I learned of real
facts regarding the use of the motor
truck by one farmer. This man, living only 17 miles from a big city, was
at the same time ten miles from his
nearest railroad. Inability to secure
shipping and inability to get his goods
to the railroad caused losses not only
to hlra but to other farmers.
"He was Induced to use a motor
truck. At thut time he had only $500
In the bunk. He bought the truck,
took on work for his neighbors ot

hauling their produce to market, along
with his own, and today has three
trucks In operation, all owned by him
und paid for, und has $5,000 in the
hank. Neighbors whose work he originally did finally became purchasers
of trucks and he took on the work of
others. The neighbors likewise prospered and spread out. Today the original farmer, utile to reach the market with his produce und dependent
only upon himself for the haulage,
has Increased his acreage. and Is busy
with his own affairs largely, and making more money than he ever thought
possible from farming.
Used Everywhere.
"Motor trucks are today being used
by fanners everywhere.
Every day
we learn of dealers who have seen
the light and who are giving up the
hard work of selling In the overcrowded cities to travel to the farming population and to educate them Into the
mysteries, as they call them, of the
horseless wagon. One successful farmer using a motor truck Is a recommendation equaled by no other that I
know, and the market created is well
worth while. On the other hand, the
salesman and the maker who Inspires
that salesman Is doing for humanity
a good turn, for he is accomplishing
wonderful results In lowering the high
cost of living."

FAULTS ELIMINATED

CARE AND ATTENTION

IN

STARTING

CRANK

REQUIRED FOR TUBES

Starting cranks fastened to nn auto Owner Wants to Avoid Inconvenmobile cause much trouble and anience oi Changing on Road.
noyance by swinging, rattling, and
wearing the bearing unnecessarily. By
the use of nn ordinary hook-enspiral When Small Cacks Can Be Observed
spring of proper length to give a mein Rubbe.- - While Stretched, It Is
dium tension on the crank, these faults
Indication That Tube Has
To make this,
may he eliminated.
Outlived Usefulness.
d

lli8iiihiSrr
hole Jis

.
Extreme movement
of crank

A Coil Spring Holds the Starting Crank
of an 'Automobile to Keep It From

Rattling.
drill a
hole In the
frame, or fasten to a convenient bolt
a four to
colled spring, which
may be purchased cheaply at any hardware store, with ends- - bent out to fit
the bolt and crank. This holds the
crank rigid and prevents noise, and
wear. A few drops of oil placed at A
will keep it lubricated.
Popular Science Monthly.
six-inc- h

FITTING

NEW KEY TO SHAFT

Not Good Practice to Fit Larger Key
to Shaft in Which Keyway le
Badly Worn.

It is not always good practice to fit
a larger key to a shaft in which the
keyway Is badly worn and has beeu
cut to take the new key. The trouble
is that it is sometimes necessary to
remove so much metal that the shaft
Is seriously weakened.
Any welding
concern can All In the old slot and
then cut a new keyway.
CAUSE

OF

RADIATOR

LEAKS

Vent in Filling Cap Overflows and Becomes Choked With Sediment-Ste- am
Forces Opening.
A frequent cause of leaks In radiators is that the vent in the filling cup
overflows and becomes choked with
sediment, with the result that steam
accumulates In the radiator, and the
pressure seeking an outlet forces an
opening at the weakest point. A little
care ot the vent will remedy this trou
ble.

"How am I to know when an inner
tube is 'done,' U a question I am asked repeatedly," declares a tire dealer.
"It is the natural Inquiry of a tire
user who has suvcral repairs made on
his tubes and wishes to obtain the
utmost mileage from them, yet wants
to avoid the Inconvenience of making
a tire change on the road, due to tire
trouble.
"In these tLoes when economy Is
the order of the day, a tire nser holding an old tulle in his hund, can well
afford to ponner a minute before casting it aside a 'through.'
"It Is difficult sometimes to determine just when a tube is unfit for
further service. However, porosity In
a tube usually Indicates that It has
attained its three score and ten. In
this stage of use, very small cracks
can be observed In the rubber If It Is
stretched and examined carefully.
The next development Is splitting
when the air pressure becomes too
great for the tube to bear.
"If the rubber In a tube Is 'live' It
may successfully bear as many patches as a beggar's coat But due care
must be exercised lti the vulcanization of the patch to the tube, that too
large a portion of the tube around
the patch Is not cured. If portions of
the tube have bean overcured In patching operations, disaster Is sure to fol-

low.

"I believe' that the lack of proper
care of the tube Is responsible for
most of the troubles tire users experience. The observance of a few
precautions would help wonderfully to
eliminate these troubles.
"The absence of sufllclent talc between casing and tube allows the generation of heat which vulcanizes the
tube to the fabric of the casing. Then
when you attempt to remove It, It
tears.
"Much tube splitting Is occasioned
by the si pping of the tube between
the casing and the rim, which soon
results in a 'pinch.' The remedy Is
careful applying.
"It seen.s to me that the whole
problem of obtaining maximum tube
mileage resolves Itself Into the simple matter of taking care of It properly."

KEEP TOOLS FROM RUSTING
Mounting Often Defective.
It sometimes happens that while the
wheel Itself may run perfectly true. Mixture of Vaseline and Gum Camphcr

Used as Coating Will Prove
Satisfactory.
to the whole assembly.
An excellent method of prevent leg
tools getting rusty is to give them a
Dragging Brakes Generate Heat.
coating of vaseline in which a little
considerbrakes
generate
Dragging
gum camphor has been mixed, after
able heat, and one can tell what the which the mixture is melted over a
Is
condition of the system
by feeling slow flre. The coating should be apthe outside of the bands after a run. plied to the tool with a soft rag.
Improper mounting of ttv

rim and

tire give the impression of wobbling

Dishonest Garage Men.
One of the tricks practiced by dishonest garage men is to install a rundown battery In place of a perfectly
good one on some transient's car.

Difficult to Find Leak.
Is usually difficult to And Just
where a leak In the gasoline tank lies,

It

because the fluid after escaping
spreads all around on the surface of
the tank.

Secure Proper Mesh.
When bearings are being scraped It
Motorcar Industry.
Is necessary hnt proper mesh to the
In the last five years the motorcar hv
timing gears should be secured.
dustry manufactured motor vehicles
to the numbeitof 4,809,000.
Clutch Ailment.
If the sliding member of the clutch Is
Overprints In Starting.
rusty It will give the effect of a grabInexperienced motorists frequently
In seeking ease In starting
bing member.
over-prim-
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IS IT GOOD BUSINESS

NEW MEXICO STATE RECORD

Seattle ii planning on taking over
its atreat car system at a municipal
undertaking at an expense of ome
It will thereby lota iti
$15,000,000.
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previous evening at a great patriotic
male, havt built these cars and
Mm meat.
provided neceBsary marketing
rally In the New York Hippodrome a
facilities.
The system la the
message was read from him, written
When Armour and Company
outgrowth of necessity, and to
for the occasion. In It was
especially
started building refrigerator
render the service which is exthis striking sentence:
ears on a large scale fresh heef.
pected of it, must operate as
"We have room for but one flag, the
a whole. It cannot be efficient
pork and mutton became at
American flag, and this excludes the
finre available at all Reasons
l,
or under scattered
red flag, which symbolizes all wars
and In all consuming centers.
The very nature
management.
And
with
Armour
branch
against liberty and civilization Just as
of the business Is against that.
tin uses to hold enough to make
much as It excludes any foreign flng
them independent of railroad
Time, and the utmost in coof a nation to which we ar hostile.
to
and
ordination
and efficiency, are
distribute
uncertainties,
and we have room for but one
Drat essentials In the successful
according to retailers' requiresoul loyalty, and that Is loyalty to the)
s
have the
of food products.
ment,
handling
American peonie."
There can be only one way to
encouragement of sure-- market
and consumers are assured a
realize; the greatest efficiency
sup-Pluisder such circumstances, and
Heady
Appeal to Peyc.iOiogists.
that is to do it as Armour' and
We are going In strong for psychoid
are
Company
doing It with
ogy and Invite assistance. Why Is It
There if nothing to prevent
preparation and shipping fathnt whenever sheriffs, marshals and
an y packing concerns
from
cilities under one comprehenconstables have their, photographs
sive management.
building and operating tbelr
thf-itivi ricbly wear their hats?
Houston 1'o't.

r
iff--

of the ship of state in capable hands.
The lieutenant governor is known to
all fo be one of the most
business men in the state and is
at the same time famous as a dip
lomat and pacifier of troubled political waters. Whilepresiding officer
of the recent session of the legislature he made a strong impression
on all who came in contact with
that body.

.

jokingly called the "mayor of Lamy.'
However, he is well acquainted with
all sections f New Mexico and numbers his friends by men of all professions and walks of life. He is a
rattleman by train:ng and inclination
and knows that important branch of
from the
New Mexico industry
pround up, His occupation of the
rrovernor's chair insures the cattlemen of havinp their very best friend
at the state capital.
Last, but not least, the beaminp
and genial disiosit:o
nf the lieutenant governor will be a
addition
to the tate house
happy
family Albuquerque Journal.
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machine has been invented that
five tons of nut? a day. Most
of the nuts we know are a little
rrfked to begin with, and we do not
believe the machine would have accomplished much if it bad been at
the Mate cnpitol durnsr the session
of the legislature, a .some of the
nuts there weighed at least five tons.
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HONEST BEN PANKEY
Who assumed the duties of "Acting Governor of
the departure of Governor Larrazclo on Tuesday of
ernor Larra7olo will spend seveal weeks at Mineral
account of ill health, and may lat.vr go to California

TtTI

New Mexico1 oo
this week. GovWells, Tcxar., on
for a longer
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On May 21, 1918 the State Record in comment on an article recenth
first attached the prefix "Hones';' published in the Raton McpoMc- - true
to Mr. P:trkt'y's name, expressing au rn to say:
(t. Topcka Pankey wa
known af
already well known quality of that
gentlemen in an apt and Jcfinite a staunch and sturdy fighter, true
manner.
to Irs friends, and an ardent supSince thnt time the press nf not porter and adviser cf organized

only New Mexico, but of Kansas
and Illinois, scenes of his former activities, have adopted it and made
general use of it in referring to this
popular citizen.
Other predictions made at that time,
particularly that he would carry the
state by a landslide, which he did
do as the candidate for lieutenftrt
governor, have been bourn out by
the developments of the mean time.
At that time, more than four
months before the convention, the
State Record said:
WHY NOT HONEST BEN PANKEY

labor

In fact tht power of the labor unEYE EAR NOSE AND THROAT
ions in Topcka is largely due to the
advice and precept of th;. same
Just returned from Chicago
in
When
Topcka Pankey
Pankey.
was president of the Independent
NEW MEDICAL TREATMENT
Telephone Co., a company which
to the
concern
gave considerable
Improved Cataract Operation
great Southwestern Bel! system and
which lor many ycar$ fought the PERFECT FITTING OF CLASSES
Bell company to a standstill.
,
Pankey came to Topeka in l.S82and Laugblin Block
Santa Fe
settled on a 10,000 acre piece of
Kansas praise.
He went into the
cattle raising business and made a
wonderful
success of it.
About
twelve years ago, just subsequent to
the merging of the Independent
Telephone Co., with the Southwestern system, Pankey went to New
Mexico to raise rattle on what is As r&ri 23
.Jill
known as the San Cristoval grant
.
. . u
.
it
an old Spanish concession.
Today Pankey is the lieutenant
!".v
Smoke '"
r
governor of New Mexico; is known
ti.jacco
In
n ,t
Uk !!.
far and wide in thai state as "honest
in.';t
l
Ben" and from the tone of the edi;i i: .
torial in the Raton Reporter, is one
"
okin
the
of
best loved men
the state.

The many friends of Benjamtn F. '
who arc numbered by
in almost evcty county In tin:
state are pressing the
ti
declare himself i candidate for the
g
Ki publican nomination at the
convention and election, bi.l
so far he has not definitely determined Jo enter the race.
lew men in New Mex'co have
as larpe and as favorable an acquaintance as Mr. Pankey, and few
are as well equipped by experience
in many lines of successful endeavor,
A HAPPY ADDITION
and with as lare an endowment
of good common sense and practical
Lieutenant Governor Bi F. Pankey
is now acting. Governor of New Mex-- ;
insight.
Should the Republicans he so for- ico and will probably occupy the
tunate as to head their state ticket chief
office for some
with honest Hen Pankey this fall .time, while Governor Larrazolo is in
there, would be no close race, but a Mineral Wells, Texas., for his health.
land slide in bis favor and a patriotic Governor Larrazolo left Santa l"e
and efficient administration would yesterday and spent last mglit in
be assured.
Albuquerque en route to the Texas
health resort. On his return from
he will go to California to be
there
HE IS "HONEST BEN"
away "most of the summer.
The State Journal, of Topeka
"Tie governor left the capital satKansas, under the above caption, and isfied that he had placed the helm
htin-drc-
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a pure frajrauoe
your tiose can u:ickly disiinjuih from
any other tobacco. Try it and see.
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Harry was fond of drawing, espe

caiCAc

0

JOEL.

DC

DC

OCDO

One day
cially pictures nf animals.
be waa trying to draw n horse and got
along nicely nntil he came to the
legs. After several unsuccessful attempts he asked: "How do a horse's
legs begin, I wonder?"

stalV
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sing you a song of tobacco joy that will make you wisA your
life job was to see how much of the national joy smoke you
could get away with every-- twenty-fohours
You can "carry on" with Prince Albert through thick and thin.
Youll be after laying down a smoke barrage tharH make the
boys think of the old front line in France!
P. A. never tires your taste because it has the quality I And,
let it slip into your think-tan-k
that P. A. is made by our exclusive patented process that cuts out bite and parch assurance
that you can hit
seven days out of
every week without any comeback but real smoke joy I
R. J. Reynolds Tobacco Company, Wint'oa-SaleN. C
ur

tr.t-.e-

COM PANY

hmmUmr milk

HMfsffsfffsfsT

t Om. as s
wtvast aasssassss,

SMaea

in your face that's filled cheerily brimful of Prince
PUT a pipe
if you're on the trail of smoke peace! For, P. A. win

y
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Representative

Maprdalena News.
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Pankey is a resident

Governor

Santa Fe and one of his larpe ranches
is nearby, the headquarters heing at
Lamy. For that reason he has been

m,

OF THE
OWNERSHIP,
operating a mixed train from here STATEMENT
CIRCULATION,
MANAGEMENT,
ETC,
to Clifton, leaving at 12:40 p. m.
REQUIRED BY THE ACT OF CONGRESS
OF AUGUST 14, MU.
Lordsburg Liberal
Of New Mexico State Record published
at Santa Fc, New Mexico for Apt. I
Mr. and Mrs. Jack Heather re- weekly
NEWS REVIEW
1919.
turned to Lordsburg last week. Jack lat,
OF NEW MEXICO
STATE
)
intends to take up where he left off
The good judgment of ttie board when he went into the army. Jack lounty of Santa Fe
)
Before me, a notary public in and for the
(Continued from page one)
of directors of t'ublic Utilities com will take contracts to build houses Mate
and cmtnty aloreaaid, personally ap
valley. Dr. Garrett has contemplated pany in installing an auxiliary power and also general carpenter work.
Frank
who,
having, been
(eared
Staplin,
Uulv sworn according to law. deoosea and
for five years purchasing in the Me-- plant was again demonstrated last Lordsburg Liberal.
is
the
Editor of
he
that
saya
Managing
silla Valley and says he considers week, when the high water in the
the New Mexico State Record and that the
such an investment without risk and Pecos river compelled the company
following it, to the best of his knowledge and
LEA
belief, a true statement of the ownership,
at he says, "safer than oil." Las to suspend operations from the
management, etc., of the afori'iaid publics
Cruces Republic.
power dam, and switch over to the
tion for the date shown In the above capJ. L. Muncy, one of the live stock tion, required
,
Biixiltaary plant in town. The lat- by the Act of Aupust 2j,
The Mesilla Valley Swine Growers jter is run by an oil burning engine, farmers of the Eunice country has 1912,
jmboriied in section on443, Postal Lawsof
and
the reverse
Regulations,
Association shipped a car load sofj which furnishes power when the just sold out his feed crop. He got thii form, to wit:printed
1. That the names and addresses of the
feeder hogs from Mesilla Park, on water wheel gets out of commission. $2.00 for corn and forty to fifty dolmaize. John always puhlitht-r- , cditnr, managing
editor, and bust
Friday of last week,' the shipment The expense of installing this aux. lars pera ton forwhile
are :
fnanairer
?
the other fel- ncfta
r mt;
crop
iri..i.i
being made by George Clark. The iliary power plant was over $20,00Q makes
nufinncr, niaie I'UDiisnina; ioinn".ny, rrani
lows howl about dry weather.
Staolin. Receiver. Santa Fe. New Mexico.
Carlsbad Argus.
price received was the highest ever
Fditor, Frnnk Staplin.
Leader.
received in the history of the Mesilla
Mannping Editor, Same.
BnsinrsK Manager, Same.
Vally for feeders.
GRANT
2. That the owners are;
The Pathfinder Oil & Development
This week a shipment of three cars
j;is. A. Baird.

point! not fully protected. Gangs
of men were kept at work malting
the east end absolutely safe by piling sacks filled with sand at the
point where the dam ties on to the
bank. Carlsbad Argus.
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to the successful bidder must pay for tea
Improvement that sjxiat otj the land.
The successful bidder will be required t
pay for the timber valued at I3.4W.0V aa
and
follows;
lnefifth of the total amount
s
at
interest on the remaining
the rate of four per cent per annum, to
be paid in cash or certified exchange at
s
the time of aale. The remaining
described lands which have been sold nn to
STATE OF NEW MEXICO
be paid in four equal auuual installany deferred payment plan, to indemnify ments with interest at the rate of four
the holders of purchase contracts for nny
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
cent per annum, payments and inand all dam axe resulting from the opera- per
terest due on the anniversary of the date
OU ANDGAS LEASE OF PUBLIC LANDS tion of mineral leases issued hereunder.
of the contract.
Witness my hand and the official scat
of the State Land Office of the State of
COUNTY
GUADALUPE
The purchaser will not be permitted to
New Mexico,
thia twenty-nintday of cut any timber until all has been oaid
of
Office
the Commissioner of Public Marth, 1919.
fur.
N. A. HELD.
Lands,
Commissioner of PuMic Lainls,
Santa Fe, New Mexico.
The shove sale of land will be subject
State of New Mexico. to the following terms and conditions, via:
Notice is hereby given that pursuant to First Publication April 4, 1919,
the provisfcns of an Act of Congress ap- Lust Publication June 13, 1V19.
The successful bidder must pay to the
Commissioner of Public Lands or his agent
proved June 20th, WW, the laws of the
of the
holiiinir
State of New Mexico, and rules and reuch gale,
gulation! of the State Land Office, the Com
STATE OF NEW MEXICO
price offered by him for the land, four
balfor
offer
will
for
the
in
r
of
Public
Lands
advance
missioner
eeni
interest
in
.
.
,
,
,
ance of such purchase price, fees for ad
NOTICE
FOR PUBLICATION
e
com
oil and gas. at public auction to the
anu
ana
an
verttsing
appraisement
highest bidder at 10 o'clock A. M., on OiL AND CAS LEASE OF PUBLIC LANDS incidental to the sale herein, each and alt
of said amounts must be d too si ted in cash
Friday. June 20th. 1919, in the town of
or
State il
certified
San i a Rosa, County of Guadalupe,
exchange at the time of sale
QUAY COUNTY
ami whieq said amounts ana ail oi mesa
Nt w Mexico, in front of the cutirt house
are
described
Office
to
of
the
the
of
lands,
Commissioner
Public
subject to forfeiture to the State of
following
therein,
bidder doe
New Mexico, if the succeikfuJ
j
wit;
Lands,
not execute a contract within thirty days
Santa Fe, New Mexico.
L-- 1J
he
him
been
mailed
it
after
has
All
to
by
No.
SA.
S'AN'A, Sc. 2;
Sale
State Land Office, said contract to proof Sec. 16; NWSKH, S,Nh, SKNW'Vi,
Notice is hereby given that purituunt
vide that i he purchaser may at hie op
NKJ4SYV& Sec. 24; NKNK, SWJNLJ4. the provisions of an Act of Conn-:i,
15;
T. proved
Sec. 27; SWWSWjtf,
SJ.'3NW"4,
June 20th, 1110, the laws of t)i tion make payments of not less than
( ninety-fiv,,,, ...I.,.
It 7f K
.i
i M
SFIaSWU. kmu. nf M,..
per cent of the
K'tt'li
Sec." 9; SWJ4,
Sec. 10; WNKtf. fftilationa uf thr Slate Land Office, the Cum- - P"hase price at any time aficr the sr.le
o wic expiration oi inmy
15: T. 10 m ssioner of Public
NVVU.
f .r'1'"" P"or
NWSWW, NWV4SK14.
Landa will nff.-0 N., K. lease for the mining
ft, 26 K., All of See. 3o;
tf
for and cxtraeii n of from the ilate of the ofcontract anil to
for the taymcnt
any unpaid balanor
Zi E., All of Sec,
I... All oil anu can. at nublic amti.m
tn il
the expiration nf thirty ' years from the
V
VJ
fc...
K.
2
ol bee. 16;
ftee.
I.
rt.,
o'clorl; V, M., ou Ji.il .it
Highest balder at
of the
with interest on uV
iA
SKSWJ-4Set
6, unlay, June 21st, li)W, in the to
of Tu .iatp
jj(it 3(
fi
of four per
Sec. 6: SWW.NWSi. NWWSWU.
of Ni v c. rreil payments at the inrate
S,r
cunicari, (ounly of Ouay, St
ailvance on ttia
nt per almoin payahle
'
Svc. 1";
Affxico, in front of tlic c lari
17; S'jNH',, NhSVVtf, l.ct
of ttie dale of the cuDtract.
anniverEary
1. in, the following
Si i, SENKja Sec. 21;
V;
dmcrihril InniU,
partial payments to he cre.lilnl on the asv
') N., K. --'S
H,. WX.NW'4
Sale No. L 17 All ol Sec. 16; SK5NK'.. niversary of the date of the contract oca.
S.x. 2; Ml )( m.:. V ,
!olluvtiii
the date of tender.
12
H
Sec.
Lots
T.
;
iS
c.
1, 2, 3,
StM,
2;
31;
SVWSW. S.
N,
32 F...
Sec. 28: T. 12 N.. ft. 32 E .
H. 24 li., Lots
All of Stc.ty3d; T. In N
The ahove sale of land will he subject
K
K.
M
13
T.
Sec.
3. 4. Sec. ':
SI'N'.i.
N.,
NK.'J
N'.SNKS4,
2;
NSWM.
to valid existinK rights, easenienis, rig'its
JMhWNI'.J-i- .
INWW. Sec. 1.1: Ail of S.
11.;
T.im:i'4. W.NVV)4, Nc. 32; , T. UN, K
and reservations.
lS-c- .
.M
f. . t.'.'i, .Sec. 21;
32: All of
W",tll-:'4Mi; T. 1(1 N.. K
SMSMVM.
ot hii
The f'uinmission. r 01 PuMic
K
13 N
S. 32
.
WK, W" M'.'.i
ill h'Miiitii;
suih s,,.' reserves the rirfht
M-;Ni'SSKK. SWk.Sl '
W",.
Sit. 9; NKUSKii. St. 10: S'iNKU.
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and
So:
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all
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any
13
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33
Sc.
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for
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WH, W.i.'A. NVj.SWCi, hcc. ly;
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annual
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form
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will
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FIELD,
At
time
SK'.i. Sec. (.: KWNKM. NKJ4SKM.
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application.
"t Inditing the mi tehtill Im'ilrr vr II I
S.-Conin, ihsi.iner oi I'libhe l.and,
' NK.SWM, NWMNKM.
Src.
; N'!,N'
T.U
to pay t tie
New fi lu:.
i; ill
union' r pi I ul li
1.1 ;
S'.',S--4S c. 12, K'j, F. AV'A. S. .
Lands
I'Mhln ..'i l. IVb. .6.
the amount o
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All of Sec. IS; W1., SVM. S c. Ih; .NW'i
r
VA'K
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the ,,.m
l'ubht.i..-.May
S.-,i r. s;ntf and
17: ofi. ted.
will
proses incidi nt;d tl.. n
!: VV.
Cl
4.
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civen an so .n
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S.c. 21; Mi, SW)i. W'iSK!l, Ni'i.SlM,, executed
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.',, EWNWK. S.ic. Sci
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NWjrfNKJs;, Sec. 27;
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FOR PUBLICATION
NOTICE
S.c .V; All of hul
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A
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in
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ys paid.
2. 3.
.!(.; T. 11 N., R. 75 K.. I
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of
Icice of the :d'icl
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PUBLIC LAND SALE
5; Lot 3. Wl'.NhK. jjVJiSI-- .
disiTihed kinds which h ive hen s. I. mi
SW'tj, S c. ft; L.ts J, I, NV.14,
ni
v
to
any
in.
plan,
payment
S A.N DO VAL COUNTY
K! ISK'J. See. 7; S'S
Sec. H; All
tin holders nf purchase contract
for any
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Sec. I'; All of Sec. '.In; T. II K.. R. .it,
tion of mineral least s issilid hei on
ilesicn.-itd as
Laud,
eomprisinir 2J.l3''.35 acres,
Witness my h ind and the nfn, ia Rea!
Santa
Tt, New
section-!five
lit
hut
no
th..r
thirty
eii
of the State Land Ofncc of lite State of
sect lis will be im lu'hd in any or
lease New
tins twenty ninth day of
Mexico,
hi r lv Hiven ifi.it
Notice
March. I'd".
tiie provisions tji an Act ol ( ..i
r
N. A. F1KLD.
'iQ, the Uwi ol tiwr
Sale No. L
T It
junt JH'h,
ST.'. Src.
Commissioner of I'uhlie Landi, piovu.
c and
re
.tf iNew
rui
Mta.co,
anl
N.
S..te
K.
4.t0,(lrJ
ncrcs.
Iv, rrnnjirisintf
State of New Wcum uiain.li ot the Mate Land Oilier, (lie
'uinnnsiioti' t ol Put die Lands will offer
No bill will tit arrcpttf! for liss th.Ttj First Publication April 4. 1919.
1'uhlicatioB
Last
at public sale to the hiK'st bidder at
13, 1919.
Jtiui
an ;innti;il r ntal of $111) IK) per at t Tmn fot
U o'clock, P. M., on Thursday, May 22nd,
will hintls. I.rasr wilt )y m.u- in utst.in
l'fiy, in the town of Bernalillo, Lounty ol
li.'il conformity with form of oil anl k.i
Stale of New Mexico, in from
Samiuval,
STATE OF NEW MEXICO
Nasi-- on filr in the offifcr of tin- Cum
of
the court houf-therein, the foUowitif
missiiincr of Public I.antU, mpy of which
of land, via:
debenbed
tracta
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
will hf furnish?'! on nnplical inri
At tinii
of hi'lding the sm.Tessful liiiMer will hf tv
S.Ie No. 1M2
NNE4, SW'WNEM, Eh
PUDLIC LAND SALE
cjuirril to pay the ( 'ormnissinn-- r ni Puhli.;
t
Sec. M All of Src. 32; T
NV4, SVi,
Lands the amount uf the first year's rental
K. 1 W., containmp LlX.U) acre
iV,
LEA
COUNTY
offfrrd, thr rust of advert is;np and
There are no improvemeota.
pensrs incidental thereto. Posse sinn will ' Oh.ce of
the Ccmmiisioeff
of
Public
hf Ktven as noon as contract nf lease is
No bid on the above described tract! o
sods.
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to
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in the first decree.
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jarfnied hefore Jndire Ryan his week
the hooks of the company as trustees, hohl
e
Carrol Jomison, of Carrizozo, is at Should this he denied an appeal will chased the dm;; store formerly
tilo. k anil
seruritics in 0 eaieuity oihei
t'tit of a honuifiilr owner; anil this
where he is supervising the he taken to the supreme court, oti'ed hy Mood Smith at Tatnni. and
has
reason in helteve that any
aftiiii:
At-i will conduct
the same in that little other person,noassociation,
dipping of eiuht to ten thousand jbehalf of the ronvicted man.
or corporation ha
any interest ilinct or initirect in the iaic
torneys White, Fielder and Scott are 'city.
sheep this week.
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acting for Uailey. Silver City hn
1... I.:.- Good rains fell over the plains
tcrprise.
Skipping Cement PUater
FRANK STAP11N,
Wana.Mm.
in numerous places
F. E. Hubert, manager of the Globe
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Notary Pithrc
dollars with hn prospects of good crops and early My Commision Kspirea (Xtolief 9, Via.
f the cement plaster was curtailed ,han a thousand
during the time the country was tn- - traps. Some of this money was for frrass.
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ments made durine' the oast two ,he sale of lhK Pelts of the animals.
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S. H Nickt Is has purchased
SOCORRO COUNTY
weeks, the comnanv has orders for' Silver City Enterprise.
ranch near Alto and has moved hi Olfic
several cars, which will be made in
ol
the
Commissioner of Puhh.
family thereto. We are glad to have Lands.
the order received. Carlsbad Argus Recent Real Eatate Dealt
Santa Fe, New Mexico
Herbert J. McGrath purchased Mrs. S. H. and family relocate in Lincoln
Lois Powe Thwaits ranch property county, although
regretting their Notice is hereby given that pursuant I.
Country Under Water
in
leaving Carrizozo. Carrizozo News the provisions of an Act of Conercss ao
Parties coming to Carlsbad from located along the Tyrone road
Vine 2ilth, 1910, the laws of th.
around Pecos and Arno report that the foothills of the Burro Mountains
ot iMrw Mexico, and rules and re ir
with
Dr. R. T. Lucas has sold his res- Mate
and
the
equipment
the flood waters of the Pecos cover- together
ulations nf the State Land Office, thr
and office building to Frank Commissioner of Public Lands will offer at
ed mare than twenty-fiv- e
miles of cattle. The consideration has nol idence
R. Miller, county assessor.
A part ptihlic aale to the highest bidder at II
the practical been madepublic.
(rack, necessitating
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William
Anthony, a prominent 'of the building which was arranged o'clock,
abandonment of train service south,
I'd0, in the town of Socorro, County ot
a
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of
rancher
the
for
will,
understand
Mimbres,
purchased
Mtate oi
hospital,
in trout
Mitorro.
.nxi
although the train went as far as' the Charles Dotson residence pro- be turned into
ot the court house therein, the lollowmi!
Carrizoapartments.
possible each day and transferred the
ot
described
tracta
via.
land,
mail.
were not sold perty, and will move his family here zo News.
Passengers
All of Sections 29, 30, 32
Sale No. 1141
tickets beyond the point of the wash-ut- . in order that they may have advanT. 3 S., R. 8 W., All of Sections 35, 36
The .whole country around Orla tage of the excellent schools. The
LUNA
NJT. 3 S., R. 9 W., All of Sec. 2, E
of
a
seven
roomed
and Arno is under water, and it is property consists
NWtf, NWiWX, SWJlSWK, Sec. 8; All ot
Sections , 13, H, 15. T. 4S., R. 9 W , con
aot known at this time when trains adobe house and half a block of
There are no in
taininff 6,923.02 acres.
Valley Oil Company
will get through to Pecos. Carlsbad ground.
Chris Riehs last week disposed of The casing has been set in bottom provementa.
Argus.
No bid on the above deacribed tracta ot
his entire ranch holdings north of and cemented in the well of the Val
will be accepted for less than TlfRF.F
town, constitutinjj one of the largest ley Oil Company, nothing further can land
DOLLARS
E, E. Bogel of El Paso Gap has deals
(S3 0U) Her acre, which
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is the
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in acreage that has taken place be done for about ten days, when the
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valne thereof and in addition !.d he Stair Laml Office
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of.
.,f the s'tate
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for
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time.
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successful
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thereto
pay
drilling
purchasers
t
this
Ot
twenty-eihxico,
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ranch north of Last
.
.
tne iinprovemcnta inai exist on tne ibdh
the cap rock penetrated.
Chance. He moved about 300 head Charles H. and William H. Rathbtin,
N. A. FIELD,
Confidence grows steadily in the The above aale of land will be aubjeci
Altos and the transfer inand left about 125 head on the L. M. of Pinos1300
Commissioner of Public Lands,
acres of land together venture, and large amounts of or- to the following terra a and condition!
State of New Mrxicj,
Sifford place which he will move cluded
with cattle and ranch equipment. The ders are being received for stock via:
Publication April 4, 1919.
ict
later. Carlsbad Current.
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and
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in
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13, 1'JR
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Publication
Douglas,
Deming
June
price
The successful bidder must pay to
purchase
of Public Lands or his a fen
an acre. Silver City Enter- all the smaller towns in the southJoe James and son, Ellsworth, are dollars
the
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of
auch
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by dim for the Ud, loot
STATE OF NEW MEXICO
clearing the lot back of the National prise.
A. E. Rummel, of Osborne, wired price
per cent interest in advance for the bal
Bank of Carlsbad preparatory to the
in through his bank for $5,00T) worth ance of auch purchase price feea for ad
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y
concrete
building of two
vertising and appraisement and all coatt
of stock last week. This is the lar- incidental
to the ea! herein, each and at OIL AND GAS LEASE OF PUBLIC LANDS
store rooms, fhe rooms will be 2Sx
come
has
ever
order
that
of said amounts must be deposited in cast
gest single
90 feet, and it is understood have al- Bit? Rain Pleaaes Farmers
or certified exchange at the time of aal
in. Columbus Courier.
SAN MIGUEL COUNTY
and which said amount a and all nf then
ready been rented as business houses.
If the farmers had the ordering! of
are aubject to forfeiture to the State el Office
Carlsbad Argus.
of
the Coram issiotUT 'of Public
the last rain it could not have been
The H. Nordhaus Sons Company, New Mexico, if the successful bidder doei
Lands,
more to their liking. There is enough who opened a store at Columbus not execute a contract within thirtv day
bant a re, New Mexico,
to him by th
Ray Soliday last week bought the season in the so l now to insure a about three weeks ago, are doing a after it has been mailed
State Land Office, said contract to pro
is
Notice
Gorley property and will move the ninety day crop if planted early.
hereby
given that pursuant to
vide that the purchaser may at hie optioi
large business.
the provisions of an Act of Congress aptwo health cottages to other locamake
payments of not less than one proved
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of the
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1910, the laws
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of
of
ninety-fivthirtieth
the par
per cent
tions and build a nice bungalow home, where ranchers had no feed, and the Alfred Bohn last Week purchased chase
New
fexieo, and rule and re
pric at any pme after the aale am State of of
which
he will occupy. Carlsbad damage to adobe houses in this coun- a business lot at Columbus from J.
ComState
the
the
Ltnd
Office,
gulfitions
fron
of
the
to
thirty yeara
expiration
prior
missioner nf Public Lands will offer for
date of the contract and to provid
Argus.
ty was greater than ever suffered R. Blair. The consideration was the
for the payment of any unpaid balance a lease for the mining for and extraction of
for many
the adobe walls be- $800.00.
oil and gas, at public auction
to' the
the expiration of thirty yeara , from th
A. G. Fred and family, of Rock ing melted years,
date of the contract with interest oa defer highest bidder at 10 o'duek A. JVL, on
like sugar in the rain.
in
of La
town
the
l')19,
23rd,
June
red
four
cen
of
Monday,
in
at
rate
the
newcomers
are
per
paymenta
Springs,' Texas,
Santa Rosa Voice.
New Bank Organized
annum payable tn advance on the an Vegas, County ot nan MiRUel, Mate of New
this county and will probably loA First National Bank is being or- per
of the date of the contract, par
Mexico, in front of the court house therein,
niversary
cate here. The gentleman is oa a
to be credited on the an the following described lands,
ganized at Columbus by local and tial paymenta
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of the date of the contract ne'
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Sale No.
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following
SK.
lor's flock of goats. Carlsbad CurThe controlling interest
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SVVJ4, Sec. 32, T. L; N., K. 24 E., comprisThe above aale of land will be subiec ing 280 acre a, desinnaud as one section.
rent.
The big lumber shed of he Lords- will be in El Paso.
burg Lumber company was torn A modern $30,000 building will be to valid existing rights, easement a, rights
No bid will be accepted for lens than
Artesia is brightening up; the down last week by H. A. Gordon and erected and will be ready for oc- of way and reaervationa.
an annual rental of $1(11.00 per section for
The Commiaaioner of Public Lands or bit naid lands. Lease will he made in substanfreight depot is getting a new coat was taken out on the Gila and re- cupancy by the first of July .
agent holding auch sale reserves the rigb tial conformity with form of oil and gas
of paint; some dwelling houses also, built into a large stock barn.
to reject any nod all bide offered r: aaic lease on file in the office of the Com
are putting on new spring coats.
aale.
mis sinner of Public Lands, ennv of which
MORA
S. S. Kirkpatrick of Lordsburg is
Artesia Advocate.
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Possession under contract of talc for the
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bidding the successful bidder will be refor
on
homestead
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digging
above described tracta will be given on ot
quired to pay the Commissioner of Public
Public Utilities company, durinr; 5 miles east of town.
The casing has been set in the bottom before October Ut, 1919.
the amount of the first year's rental
is now rapidly disappearing,
wa
the recent' big rain kept guards at
offered, the cost of advertising anil exmy band and the official seal o penscs incidental thereto.
will
The A. & N. M. have taken off three feet in depth according to gov- theWitness
each end of its huge Aim south of
State Land Office of the State of Nev be
ot ease is
given as soon as contractbi.l.K
When that two Mexico, this twelfth day of February. 1719 executed
town, to give warning of the en- the Sunday passenger train between ernment measure.
r. which
by the successful .
croachment of the flood water at Clifton and Hachita and are now
(Continued on page eight.)
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STOCK FARM
FOR SALE-480- -A.
Level mixed land, well improved, 30
miles southeast rortales, ri. M.. t
For
bargain if sold immediately.
John Uxer,
particulars address.
N.
M.
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The above aale of land will he subject
to valid existing rights, casements, rights
f way, and reservations.
The commissioner of Public Lands or hi,
aKent holding such sale res. rves the ritthl
lo rrJtc, an, ,nd ,M bid, of)errd at said
aale.
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Th'sss tiny CAPSULES
un tupaiior to Balsam
of Cop.iii, Cubebs at
lnjcitioo,and

Fcimlllo supplied by
Visitor
grocer. dtui?t and dealer.
are cordially invited to inspect our riant.
ANHEUSER-BUSCST. LOUIS.
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pot,rjon
above

under contracts of sale lot
described tracta will be liven
ie
on or before Kctobtr lat, 151V.

liag

Office

ot

Inda,

the

Commissioner

of

ol 1'ubhc lands, or hit afew
s.ie. one twentieth of Ih.
n
mm tor ilia unu. luv
in advance for the
cent
interest
per
nce of such purchase price, the feea
an
and
for
appraisement
advertising
all costs incidental to the aale herein, and
each and all of said amounts muat a
in cash or cert lied exchange
deposited
at the time- of aale, and which aaid amount
and all of- them are subject to forfeiture
to the State of New Mexico if tha sue
cessful
bidder does not execute a coo-tracwitHri thirty days after it hae been
the State Land Office,
mailed m turn
said conifrtCt to provide that the purchase
may at his option make of paymentse of not
per
ninety-fivless than
cent of the purchase price at any time aftee
the sale and prior to me cxpirtuun
and
thirty years from date of the contract,
n
for the payment of any
(to provide
'paid balance -at the expiration of thirty
with
th.of
date
the
contract,
(rem
'interest on deferred payments at the rate
ol four per cent per annum payable tn
advance on the anniversary of the date
ot contract, partial payments to be creditof the date of
ed on the anniversary
contract next following the dale of tend-

er.
The above aale of land will be aubjeec
to 'alid existing rights, easements, rights
and reservations.
The Commissioner of Public Landa
his agent holding such sale reaervea the
right to reject any and all bida oflered
at aaid aale.
Possession under contract of sale for the
above described tracts will be given oa r
before October lat, 1919. '
Witness my hand and the official
of the State Land Office of the State M
New Mexico, this Eleventh day of February.

f

1919.

N. A. FIELD,
Comm is sioner ol P ublic Landa,
State of New bteaiun.
First Publication Feb. 21, 119.
Labt Publication May 2, 1919.
ROAD IMPROVEMENTS
OF NEW MEXICO.
STATE
Sealed proposals is. ill be received at the
Mexico State Highway
New
of
thr
flue
Santa r'e,
t'ommi.sion, f.apitol HuiidniK,
Ntw Mexico, until i:W I" M . April 2.
V'Vt. lor the construction of Itmt road pro

J'u a'

Fedrral Aid
I

N. A. FIELD,
Commissioner of Public Landa,
State of New Mexico
First Publication March 28. Nn
Last Publication June 6, 1V19.
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Federal Aid Project No. 3 Santa Fc
ty. Lngth y tnilcs, Frm Sam a Kt

.

ankcy's Gate.
Aj prox mate Mam Quantities:
40707
Cu. Yds. Earth Excavation.
t0 Cu. Yds. lxK.-- e Rk )c Excavatiuft
20u Cu. Yds. Rock Excavation.
9486 Cu. Yds. One Course tiravel SurI

facing.
Cu. Yds. Concrete.
I.in. ft. Woiden Piling.
M. Ft. B. M. Wuodm Structures

2 24
104

Aid Project No. 8, Chaves County.
7
miles. Brginnins; 16.7 mi'.sa
east of Roswdl and endiofl at Enst
Caavea County line,
Main Quantitits:
pprnximate
121.19 Cu. Yds.
Earth Excavation.
24391 Cu. Yds. Selected
Earth f oundation.
10222 Cu- - Yds.
One course crashed stone
surfacing.
IVdrral Aid Project No. 12 Chaves CounBeginning at
ty.
Lengh 16.7 milea.
Koswell and running east 16.7 miles.
Approximate Main Quantitiea:--4438Cu. Yds. Earth Excavation.
209 JO Cu. Yds. Two Course Gravel Surrccif-r-

Publt.

ot

Mexico.

hereby riven that purauant
,
to the provisions of an Act of
1910,
the
approved June 20th,
lawa of the State of New Mexico sad
the rules and regulations of the Statr
land Office, the Commissioner of Public
Landa will offer at public aale to the
highest bidder at 9 o'clock, A. M., on
Thursday, May 15th, 1919, in tha town of
County of Colfax, State of New
All of Sections 13, 14, Raton,
Sab No. L !
Mexico, in front of the court house therefacing.
All of Sections in the following described
23, 24; T. 1 S, R. 26 E,
804 Cu. Yda. Concrete,
tracts, via;
2, 3, 4, EH. Sec. ft. All of Sections 9, 10;
42000 lbs. Reinforcing Bars.
T. 2 S., R. 26 E., comprising 6,081.44 acres,
Saw No. 1343
Sec. 23; SW,
SEUSEM,
aa ten sections, but no more Smc. 24; Lots 1,
destffiiated
4, JVHNe-M- .
SEJi
Forms for proposals, instruction to bid
than eight sections will be included in any NEK, SWHNW'U. i,Sec 25; Lota 1, 2. 3. ders,
plans and specifications may be ex
one lease contract.
See.
NEH, Sec 26; NEW, SNWja,
for project
mined
at the office ol
27: Lota
1, 2. NHNEJ.
Sec ii: Lota 1. District Engineer,
Raton, N. M.t for prowill
be accepted for less than 2, 3, 4, 5, NHNWJ4, Sec 34; T. 24 N , R
No bid
12
8
the
and
of District
at
office
jects
an annual rental of $100 00 per section for 1
AH ot section 17; NH,
Engineer, Koswell, N. M.; for any or all
said lands. Lease will be made in substanSEHSEM, Sec W; SEHNWK, S'NEj, Sec. project
a at tbe office of State
tial conformity with form of oil and gas 10; ENEhl. NNW, SWMNW.
W4 Engineer, Santa Fe, N. M., or may Highway
be prolease on file in the office of the Com- - SWH, SEHSWK. SEjaV Sec 20: T. 24
cured at the office nf the State Highway
mi ssioner of Public Lands, copy of which R. 17
All of Sec 16; NEW. Ny&S(,
Santa Fe, N. M., noon the
will be furnished ota application. At time SEHSKW,
Sec. 21; T. 24 N., R. 18 E., Commission,
of
dollars for each project
of biddinar the successful bidder will be re- - conta-fiin- a;
acre a.
4,416.79
The im prove - deposit whichtendeposit will be refunded
when
,
quired to pay the Comraifsioner of Public menta consist of bouse, barn, sheds,
and
the
plans
of
rental
the
first
Lands the amount
and fencing, value $2,160.00. in good order. specifications are returned
year's
cistern,
offered, the cost of ad vert i urns; and ex
re sr rves
Then are 1,740,000 ft B. M. of timlirr theThe Stateto HighwayanyCommission
penses incidcwtal thereto. Possession will
and all proposals.
right
reject
be riven aa aooa aa contract nf lcat- is on these lands valued at 33,480.00,
L, A. GILLETT,
executed by the successful bidder, which
No bid on the above deacribed tract will
Stste Highway Engineer.
mast be within thirty days from date of
March 27, 1919.
bid iw order to avoid forfeiture of ritrhts be accepted for less than THREE DOL- Santa Fe, N.
First Publication March 2ft, f?19.
A sufficient bond LARS (83.00) per acre, which is tbe apand all moneys paid.
Publication April 1ft, 1919,
will be irtfttired of lessee of tbe above praised value thereof, and in addition there
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Santa Fe, New Mexico.
haaliv rri vain tKat niirmint tn
the provisions ot an Act ot lonftresf approved June 20th, 110, the lawt of the
State of New JnVxico, and rulea and
of the State Land Office, the Com
will offer for
missionrr of Public Land
lease for the in in in a; for and extraction of
oil and (ras, at public auction ts the
highest bidder at 10 o'clock A. M.. on
Wednesday. June 25th, lv9, in the town of
Fort Sumner. County of De Baca, State of
m front of the court house
New Mxico
therein, the following described lands, to
wit:

CWMB,i0"- -

Witness my hand and the official seal
of the Stale Land Office nf the State ot
New Mexico, this ninth day of January,

DE BACA COUNTY

everywhere

miilliliaillalg

boml
sufficient
moneys p.li'l.
of thr
of
above
bt reiiur-described lands which h.ive been sold on
olan. to indemnify
any deferred Dnvment
tne nouer. o, purcn r contracts
my
a.o. ..I
.c..,muk i.om I tie opera- tion of mineral Jeasca issued heremnier.
Witness my hand and the official seal
of the State Land Olfire of the State ot
new Mexico, tnis tweniy-eTKinay ot
March, V)V.
ivj. A. I'lc.1.11.
Commissioner of I'uhlie Lands,
State of New Mexico
Hi rat
Publication April I, 119.
Last Publication June li, l'JIV.
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is strengthened and confirmed
by its followei and imitators

Bevo's

MTU

&

nil

will

The successful bidder must pay to the
Commissioner of Public Lands or hie Agent
holuintr
nt th
such aale.
price offered by him for the land, lour per
cent interest in advance for the balanct
of auch purchase
price, feea for advertising and appraisement and all costs incidental to the sale herein, each and all ot
aiH amount
.V.
mitat k. J.nA..I.J
or certified exchange at the time of aale
ana wnicn said amounts and all of them
are subject to forfeiture to the State of
New Mexico, if the successful bidder does
not execute a contract within thirty days
alter it has been mailed to him by the
State Land Office, said contract to provide
that the purchaser may at hia option make
ot
paymenta of not less than
ninety-fivper cent of the purchase price
at any time after the aale and prior to the
expiration of thirty yeara from the date
of the contract and to provide for the
at the ex-o- f
Pyment ofof any unpaid balance,
Miration
thirty yeara from the date of
lne contract witn interest on deferred
at the rate of four per cent per
wpts
nnm payable in advance on the inniver
date of the contiact, partat
'
w
. V
T'.iin r
ol
the contract next following
the datedte.
of tender.

L--

aii'l
will

tra:t

The above aale of land wiill be
to the follow in g terms and conditions,aubject
vit,

t

21, 1919.
2, 1919.

-

Each of the above described
be offered for aale separately.

e

State of New Mexict

described

following

Safe No. 12
Wtf, Sec. 32 j T. 12 S.,
R. 37 E.,
containing SA).Q0 acres. The improvements consist of fencing, value $100.00
Sale No. ISM
Ej4, Sec. 2; T. 15 S., R.
35 E.,
containing 320 82 acres. The improvementa consist of fencing, valne $100.00.
No bid on the above described tracts will
be acceptrd for Jess than FIVE DOLLARS ($5.0U) per acre, which is the
value Thereof, and in addition thereto
the successful bidder must pay for the improvements that exist on the land.
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When the Colorado

Burst Its Banks and
Flooded the Imperial

Valley of California

'

The RIVER

ROA0

By

Ednah Aiken
CopTrtf hi, Bobbe-MerrU- I

ROAD DRAGGING

IS FAVORED

Four Good Points en Simple and Least
Expensive Contrivance for
Maintenance.
t

Ompany

(Prepared by the United" States Departthm of Tom's temper; his coarse
The words raised the wall of for
ment of Agriculture.)
"And you went to the Crossing with- darnedest ass! Imperial I And the
streak, the Clr.gg fiber, her own mother mality aguln. Innes bent over her out going down to the heudgate?" Har- gate hung up I
First, the road drag Is the simplest
STORMS HOVER OVER THE CANVAS HOUSEHOLD OF THE
called It." Tom was rough, but she plate.
"For God's sake stop that buzzing!" and least expensive contrivance yet dedin did not try to conceal his disgust
loved him. Why was It she wus sure
"What mude you change your plans?'
The happy little noise was Quenched, vised for maintaining roads constructHARDINS AS RICKARD TAKES THE REINS.
"I did not go to the Crossing."
that Gerty did not love her husband? suddenly demanded his wife of Hurdin,
"Dldu't go!" Hurdln's mouth was Innes, entering at thnt moment, heard ed of earth or earthy material.
Sec
Yet there was the distrust, us fixed "When Sum cume in with your bug, he ngape. Then
he rudely swlveled his the rough order. She looked Implor- ond, the successful operation of a road
as
and
unjust perhaps as the suspicion surprised me so."
chair. The door slummed behind Itlck- ingly at her sister-in-laSynopaii. K. (', Itlrkiird, iiii engineer of tin overland I'uciflc
drag depends to a very great extent
of (ierty's little mysteries.
"My boss kept me." Hardin's face ard.
Is culled to (lie ollire of President Marshall in Tucson, Ariz. While
"Slipper's on the tuble," cried Gerty. on the skill and intelligence of the op:
She
looked
sutd aloud
"This is your last
course, roughened by his ugly
Hadn't heen to the Crossing? Then the fixed, determined smile still on ber erator. Third, the time to use the drag
waiting Itlckard reads n report on t tic ravages f the Colorado river,
day. My week begins tomorrow."
passion. "Itlckard, your old friend, where in Hndes did he go? He baited lips.
Is when the material composing the
despite the efforts of Thomas Hardin, lienil of tin? Desert Keclnmutlon
Mrs.
Hardin adjusted u precise nap lie served a subpoena on me at the MacLenn who was passing him.
road surface ls sufficiently moist to
company. Hnrdln hnd lieen n student under Itlekunl In tin eastern colkin
she
before
station."
spoke,
"Are you going to the Crossing toCHAPTER JC,
lege mi' lind iniirried llerty Holmes, with whom Itlckard had funded he
i
"I think I will keep the reins for
"Oh," cried Gerty. "Surely, he did morrow?" Hardin knew he should be
was in love. Marshall tells Itieknnl the Overland I'uciflc must step In to
month this time." Her words were re not do that, Tom !"
A Desert Dinner.
too proud to betray his eagerness, but
wive the Imperial valley ami wishes to send Hlekard to take rim rite.
lied ve, as though tlie thought were
"Sure he did." Hardin's face was the words
ran awuy with him.
innes Hardin was completing ner
In
lieeaiise
lie
Itlekunl declines
foresees embarrassment
supplanting
new. "I get my hand In just us I stop, black with his evil mood. "I'm only In
Not even to please
"Not tomorrow. Mr. Itlckard Just simple toilet.
Hardin, hut Ls won ever. Itlckurd goes to t'alexlro anil, on the way,
I will hi.' running out for my visit In a underling, a disgraced underling. He's
told me he might not he able to get off Gerty would she "dress up" for the
learns much aliout Hardin and his work. Ulrkard meets Mr. and Mrs.
few weeks. It will be only fair for me my boss. He's going to make me re
dinner. It would have been easy for
until next week."
Hardin and limes. Hardin, the former's half sister. At the company
to do It us long us I cun."
member It."
her sister-in-lato postpone It. How
olllces he finds the engineers loyal to Hardin and hostile to
Hardin's
ill. Itlckard
"Next
sputtered.
linger
"You
mustn't sny such things," pout
Again the girl hud a sense of subtle
could she expect Tom to go through
attends a meeting of the directors and asserts Ids authority. Hardin
does
he
so?
rush
week.
Why
Why
ty. Whenever Gerty put on that ail of ed his wife. "If it does not hurt you,
with It! She couldn't understand
tin? Imperial Valley,"
rages. Kstrada, u Mexican, son of the "r'uther
childish confidential deliberation, she If you do not care, think how I must doesn't he go next year? The Coloso gentle, lt'd wait for him, I'm Gerty !
tolls itlckard the general situation and expresses: forehodlngs that th
rado's
hunted for the plot. This was not far feel"
An hour ago, hearing distinctly the
sure. Next week ! It s u put-uwork will fall.
Job,
to seek. Her sister-in-la"Oh, rot!" cxclulmed Hardin. The
wus passing
whir nnd splash of
she
veneer wns rubbed down to the rough
out the hot season to her.
hnd run over to the neighboring tent
wood. Innes saw the conrseness her
was
all
"It's
The clinking of the cake tins had sud- ready." Gerty's glance
Look at the papers, the divorce courts.
CHAPTER VI IContinued.
mother had complained of, the Giugg
A man's Interests are no lunger his winging, birdlike, over the table. Noth
5
denly silenced. "Excuse me. won't
liber.
hud
been
lug
She
gave
forgotten.
you?" Gerty's voice hud come from
The windstorm the previous week wife's. Curious thnt It should he so. little
"I suppose you think I like to take
the lean-to- ,
the little kitchen sherl
had made a sickening devastation of But It's a fact. It Is the modern dis- din sigh of elastic satisfaction. Har orders, to jump at the snap of the
It.
misinterpreted
I'm lying down."
her lahors. The morning glories alone content. Women want different careers
He
wus
whip?"
deliberately
beuting
'I
serv
to
be
a
able to keep
ought
"Lleing, yes!" grimaced the Hardin
were scatheless. A pink oleander from their husbands'."
up his anger Into a froth. "Oh, sure, I
mouth to Its reflection In the mirror.
Yet, how could he help throwing his ant for her." It wns like him to have do.
drooped many hroken hranches from
a
That's
and
Hardin,
through
wns
How many times that week had she
which miracles of perfect (lowers were life Into his work? He had committed forgotten the I.uwrenco days; he
never free of the sense of obligation to through."
been repulsed by a locked door, a sudI H
unfolding. The prettiest hlossom to himself; It was an obligation. If it the
blood flooded his
the
Again
angry
den curtuln of silence or a "Run away
dainty little woman who was born, wife's cheeks. He, too, wns
Hardin was the gardener herself. She were not for that indclimilile somethrowing
for a while. I'm trying to catch a
Hardin thing, his allegiance to the cause which he felt, for the purple. There wus the boarding house at her.
was vivid from eager toil.
Keeping Road in Good Condition.
nap." Easy now to set? why Gerty
.ooked at her approhutlvoly. He liked mocked at reasons and dellnitlons; oh, nothing too good for Certy. He felt
"You aid it yourself."
with
Gerty
her
hnd wanted to "hold the reins" that compact readily under traffic after It
tier khaki suit, simple as a uniform, he knew! he had tilted with Gerty her unspoken disappointments;
wns withholding the nngry
has been moved by the drag and does
week !
ieprlvutlnns. "Of course, she cun have difficulty
lie would have realtli its llowlng black tie and leather and been worsted
how it would he.
teurs.
"I
told
you
not contain sufficient moisture for the
no respect for me. I'm n fuilure."
Delt.
She looked more like herself
signed from his company, his company
You would do It."
traffic following the drag to produce
"Hoesn't this give you an appetite?'
She hail hleached out, In Tucson. which had dishonored him. Why should
"Oh, hell !" cried Tom, pushing back
mud. Fourth, dragging cannot usually
A congenial dinner
"And I'm his
3lnt had heen letting herself get too he stay to get more stabs, more demanded lanes heartily.
party, It
plate.
be so arranged as to keep teams em
ay be imagined, was this on
tunned, running around without hats. wounds? And the lust blow, this pet to be a lady for three more weeks."
His sister looked drearily out the
ployed all the time, and it is therefore
Ilardln gave a scant- The remark was thoughtless. A bright
consisting of Hardin, the deSunburn paled the value of those of Marshall's!
door. Her view was a
desirable to have it done by Interested
flush spread over Gerty's face. She
posed general manager; RickIplendid eyes of hers. He could always ling in his path a vicious kick.
dusty street. Hardin got up, scraping
persons who cun find employment for
The girl's prattle hud died. She caught nn allusion to her origin.
ard, the man who hat supplanted
.ease her hy likening them to topazes.
his chair over the board floor.
themselves and teams when they are
Innes saw the blush nnd remem
walked with him silently.
him; Hardin's sister, who loves
His eyes ran over the pink and
And to keep It from me," persisted
not engaged in dragging.
her brother devotedly and reAt the dour of her tent, she stopped, bered the boarding house. She could the wife. "To
vines which
lines of
let me ask him to din
sents bitterly the appointment
tiadc llorul screens for her tent. Free looking at him wistfully. She wished think of nothing to say. The three ner
of Rickard to succeed him, and
TELLS GOOD ROADS' NEEDS
f tin? strings overhead, they rioted he could hide his hurt. If he hud only relatives sat down to that most uncom
Does thnt dismal farce have to go
!
Hardin's wife, former sweetfortable travesty, a social meal where on?" demanded Hardin, turning back
jver the ramuda, the second roof, of some of Innes' pride
"How are things?"
She used their sociability Is lacking. Innes said It to the
heart of Rickard. Read about
Farm and Fireside Explains Best
Ivlng houghs. He acknowledged their
table. "You'll have to have It
fond little formula.
hud been n pleasant morning. Gerty without me, then. I'll not
this Interesting situation in the
"Are You Going On With It?"
Plan for Oval Surface Should
cuuty. They gave grace to hare
and
stay
next Installment.
"oh, rotten !" growled Hardin, fling- thought It had been hot. And then mnke a fool of myself. Ask him to
;
Be Flat as Possible.
they denied the punting,
that's what it Is. Oh, I enn see through
ing away. The gate slammed behind there was silence again.
Me ! I'll see myself."
dinner.
thirsty desert Just heyond.
a fence with a knothole as
as your
Innes began to tell them of her Tuc
lie remembered his own rainadu. him.
"Everybody agrees- that the surface
Innes wished she was In the neigh head. He doesn't want tobig
(TO BE CONTINUUU.)
finish the
son visit, when Gerty laid down her
of a road must be oval in Its conwns lashing himself
tent.
Uerty had hated it, hail complained of
Tom
boring
to
off
He
wants
CHAPTER
VIII.
headgate.
to
going
put
a
fork.
meant
"I've
hun
nsk
you
't so hitterly when she came home
BACK TO HIS OLD FREEDOM tour," says Farm and Fireside, "but
Into a coarse fury.
until It's too lute to
on with it; I
dred times. Did you attend to my
not all understand that this oval
from New York that he had had It
To her dismay, Gerty burst Into know him. He'd risk go
Under
Veneer.
the
whole
the
In
thing,
commission
Los
Angeles?'
(Hilled down and replaced hy u V roof
tears. It wns killing her, the disgrace, and all the
After Brief Stay With ought to be as flat as the character
8tormy
Petrel,
An hour later Innes, blinking from
O.
P.
the
has
money
"I forgot to tell you. I raked the she cried. She couldn't endure it. She
5f pine hoards, glaring and ugly. lierty
of the road material and the lay of
ame Birds, Returns tt His
chucked Into it, just to stnrt with a
was satisfied, for It was clean; she no the sun, stepped Into the tent, which town, really I did, Gerty." For there couldn't stand It
the land will permit. With brick or
Accustomed Place.
there; she had not clean slute; to get the glory of stop
hud been partitioned with rough red- was n cloud on
concrete construction the oval may
Certy's pretty brow. "I the courage to go to Los Angeles,
longer felt that she lived In a sipmw wood hoards Into a bed chamber on
ping the river himself. It turns my
could have got you the other kind, but where her friends would
)iiuso. Let the Indians have raimidas; the
her. It stomach; it's a
hn left us," said be very flat, because the traffic makes
ine
stormy
pity
petrel
a combination dining room
The
lower
right,
plot."
lip
you said you did not want it."
there was no earthly reason she should, and
wus crushing her. She was not a Har
Sergeant McGee of the park police, no ruts to carry the water lengthwise
"parlor" on the left. Her glance
"I should think not." The childish din; she was sensitive; she could not shot out.
lie had urged that the desert dwellers
"He appeared to he getting along with of the road, nor does the pavement
MacLean's
was
the
three
attention
deferentlnl.
segregated
chin wus lifted. "Those complicated justify everything a Hnrdln did as He
tiad viilnnlile hints to give them, l'.ut immediately
soften and develop depressions when
stalks of pink geraniums In the center
had always liked Hardin; nil the tne mudliens like n house on fire, but
what was a remadit to him. or anything of
on Monday or Tuesday last he Just kept In contact with water.
things are always getting out of order. right, no matter what the consequences. fellows did.
drawn-worthe
Mexican
off
But
was
cloth
he
that
Jumping
if I hud an adjustable form, The pretty eyes obscured, she rushed, a
"But broken stone (water-boun- d
else? Hardin turned to leave.
faded nway, nnd now he is bnck on his
covered the table. Certy, herself, In a Besides,
wrong this time. He'd brought it nil ocean
be borrowing It."
She did not want him to go so soon. fresh
wave
everybody'd
or
macadam),
room.
being susceptible to penefrom
the
wherever
Nlobe,
else
streaming
on
petrels
himself.
glnghnm frock, was dancing
"What are you talking about?" deShe pointed nut a new vine to him. aroundpink
The brother nnd sister avoided each
"He said something about a levee for go when they get tired of the company tration by water, and subject to great
the table to the tune of forks manded
borTurn,
or mtidhens.
She had drought It from Tucson ; and
waking up. "Who'd
damage If frozen while soaked, must
other's eyes. Innes rose and cleared the towns. He's got to
spoons. It was Just like Gerty to row your what, Cert?"
investigate thut
tlnf table of the dishes. She made a before he
"Kudzu," they culled It ; a Japanese dress up to her
"But a successor has come from be given a higher oval ; and for gravel
to the front."
even though It
goes
setting,
mo
"I'lease
don't call
vine. And there was another hroken were
Cert, Tom," oud noise with the running water In
the briny deep to keep up the trndl- - roads a still steeper pitch ls deA levee?
bou
only a pitiful
Well, wouldn't thnt Jar
his wife plaintively, "A fig the shed, racketing the pans to drown
rose, quite heyond the help of stripped
nous oi me
birds on manded.
She hud often tried to analyze besought
Hardin
quet.
addressed
you?
the
stenogI
ure.
wanted Innes to try to get one the Insistence of Gerty's sobbing.
"As for earth roads, the steepness
handkerchiefs and inesipilt splints.
Stow lake. He is only a seagull, and
her
hold on her brother;
In the transparent shirtwaist.
rapher
me
In Los Angeles."
for
He followed her around the tent, her
a seagull Is not such a rara avis on must be governed by the combined
Sue kept listening for Tom's step. Does he think we're
were not happy. Was it
to
certainly
they
have
going
"I did try," begun Innes.
influence of a number of factors.
term as our lost friend, the
She wanted to go with him when he
prattle fulling from his grim mood. He because she made him comfortable?
"Yours ls good enough for anyone. left; he must not reach the office in nother flood this season? Thinks It's petrel. Nevertheless he Is thestormy
was not thinking of her (lowers except Was it the little ulr of
first Perhaps the leading factor ls the
or
to
reach
the
hotel
wet
and
his
formality,
going
as u mocking purulle!. The desert mystery, which she drew around her? Wny should you get another?" He the blackness of thnt mood. She clothes? Take the sturch out of his wild one of his kind that has ever quality of the earth In each particutorrlcd with us for two weeks, and lar case. And next might be placed
Storm hud mude n tin vim- of his garden Her rooms when limes was allowed to wns openly admiring the ample bust wished he would not betray his feel shirts?" He
flung out of his chair,
under the pink gingham.
a sorry hutch of his life. He und enter
the presence or absence of 'seeps' or
seemed to keep comfortable.
ings ; yet she knew It was not he who throwing the
them were always flawless; swelling
back
Into
the
papers
"Don't. Tom."
Innes hud heen trying to make a garwas to blame.
"He has no use for either the ducks 'spouts'; while another of these vital
took deep pride In her house
drawer.
Certy
Innes tried to explain the sincerity
den out of a desert; the desert hud keeping. Why wus It, Innes
factors would be the longitudinal
When she heard the screen door
He stamped out of the office, mnd or the mudhens. That Is to say, he
wondered,
flouted them. It wus not his fault. that sfle could never shuke off her sus- of her search. She had visited every slum, she flushed out the back way,
does not mix with them. But he has pitch of the highway."
clear through. To this crisis they had
struck up a friendship with Anthony
Something hud happened; something picion of nn underlying untidiness? store "which might be suspected of
"Going?" she called after him. "Walt sent down a
a bookman who nnd
quite heyond Ins power. Luck wus There wus always a closed door on having a figure." She could not bring for me." She dashed into her tent for wanted, to builddandy,
Cleopatra, the two pelicans of PATCHING OFTEN NEGLECTED
I
a
levee.
hell
Oh,
n
smile
to
her
fuce.
sister's
"There
the Nile, and there ls no driving him
her hat. She had to run to catch up
turning against him.
Corty's processes'.
come
me
wns
"They'll
none
to'
after
to
size.
crawling
your
They offered
Innes, why, she wus playing as with
away from them. Maybe he thinks Two Ruta Caused to Form Where
with him.
The gun was still order one from
"May I help?"
help them after this fellow's burled they will protect hlra from the
Chlcngo. They have to
a toy. It was the nuturul uiMtlnct of u yellowing the
There Was but One Before-W- ork
room to her.
himself
under
come
river
be
If
made to order.
mud,
calling
woman to make things pretty around
they are special
maybe It Is a case of 'the deCHARTER IX.
When Road Is Wet
"Hello!"
Hardin looked up from sizes. You are
to
me
as
did
Ifaltland
after
failed. sire of the moth for the star,' and he
not stock size, did you
they
her. Itut he had sacrificed his youth, the couch where he was
lying. Innes know thut?"
'Please, Mr. Hardin, won't you come Is In love with one of them. If so, It
his chances. His domestic life, too
Rivals.
The
Patching Is usually neglected or
suspected it of being a frequent reback and finish your gate!' I'll see Is only a matter of time when one or
"I should think not," cried Gerty,
he should never have curried a dainty treat. She hnd found it tumbled
From the window of the adobe office
done In such a way as to cause two
once
little woman like Uerty Into the des- when she ran over early. It wus then bridling. "My waist ls absurdly small building of the company, Hardin saw them dead first. No, I'll be fool enough the other of them will get jealous and ruts to form where there was bat one
ert, lie hud never reproached her for that Gerty made It understood thut she for the size of my hips und shoulders.' Itlckard Jump from the rear platform 10 uo u. 1 can t neip myself. I'm a gobble him up In one gulp." San before. That is the invariable result
Innes wondered If It would be safe of the train as It slowed Into the sta- Hnrdln. I have to finish what I've be- Francisco Bulletin.
leaving him, even last time when he liked more formality. Innes was rareof filling a rut too fulL This work
thought It wus for good. The word ly In that tent except for meals now, to agree with her.
tion. He noticed that the new mana gun."
should always be done when the road
was
It
not
because
"When will it be here?"
was
a
this
burned his wound. Whose good? His or during her
pet
Lake SllJan.
ls wet, preferably when the water ls
alternating week of "You'll be disappointed." Innes ger carried no bag'.
the great work of his life,
The forested district round abont Lake still standing in every little hollow on
or (ierty's? .Somehow, though they house Hiores.
"Wonder whnt he's decided to do enterprise,
he
must
found
that
herself
eat
not
humble
"But
Is
one
SllJnn
eagerly
of the roost Interesting the road
stammering.
pie,
wrangled, he always knew it would
so that the workmen
"I was ufrald I was late," said the
nbout the hendgate. He didn't waste tnke
the buffets, the falls, and come bits of country in the world. In the can Just surface,
turn out nil right ; life would run Bin.
see where to place the new
much time out there." Hardin was
when
bock
to
whistled
matter
whining
of local color and folk cussmoothly when they left the desert.
and about how much Is needed.
"I.unch will he
In n few mln-- !
fidgeting In his seat, bis eyes on the him. He told himself they
It was because of toms that have been preserved almost gravel
But things were getting worse; his. utes," announced rendy Hardin. "Won't
Unless the rat ls a very large one.
approaching figure.
Gerty
his
to
debt
the
to
the ranchers. unchanged from earlier times. Lake it is
mouth puckered over some recollec- - you sit down? There's the new Jour-- j
valley,
Itlckard passed through the room, The colonists were
always best to shovel the gravel
tlons. Vet he loved tierty ; he couldn't mil. Sam came to clean this
desperate. SllJan lies In the heart of Sweden, In from the wagon into it, rather than to
to his office force. The door Who could blame them about
morning,
nodding
?
a
The last year's
region still relatively isolated. The raise a sideboard and attempt to
picture life without her. He derided and I couldn't get to the lunch until
of the Inner office shut behind him. floods
damp
bad worked havoc with their lake is large enough to afford truffle a
that It was hecuuse there hud never tin hour ago."
part of the load.
Hurdin stared at the blank surface. He crops; this
for small steamers, and the country
had
been
a
year
horror.
been anym
Ise. Must fellows had
moved restlessly in his swivel chair. The
Innes, settling herself by the rending
district they called No. 6 was a boats of the peasants are numerous.
hnd sweethearts before they married;! table, caught herself
Did the fellow think a big thing like
observing thut It
In dress and customs, the people BETTER WAGON ROADS URGED
irony of ruin. The last delie had not, nor a mistress when she would not have taken her nn hour to
that could hang on while he unpacked screaming
bauch of the river had made great of the villages that dot the shores
left him, though Cod knows, It would get a cold lunch. Still, It would never
his trunks and settled his bureau draw
through the ranches, hnd have kept the variety and color that Farmers Cannot Take Hold of Probtiave been easy enough. His mouth look so inviting! If
ers? He picked up a pencil, jabbing at gashes
Certy's domestic
lem Any Toe Quickly Cost of
scoured
gorges which had under- distinguished country districts before
deep
fell Into sardonic lines. Those
the pnper of his report He covered mined the canals
machinery was complicated and pri
Hauling Is Too Big.
on which the water nodern means of transportation made
women : No one, even when a vate, the results tdways were iidnilr-ablthe sheet with figures three hundred
for No. 6 depended. The suits the world a unit forcing ns all to dress
divorce had hung i.ver him. Oh, he
The early tomatoes were peeled
Better
wagon roads are a
six hundred. Six hundred feet. supply
were
up against the D. H., dam and act and think alike. Thus the vil which fanners cannot take holdproblem
1tnew what their friends made of each as well as
sliced, and were lying on a
of any
Whose fault that the Intake had age piling and
a
even
Orsa
of
has
dialect
mark
lage
bold
suits,
his
they
of Ocrty's lengthened nights; he knew! bed of cracked Ice. The ripe
gate,
too quickly. It now costs the average
blnck
widened, doubling its width, trebling while he gets the curses up
different
from
Its
edly
neighbors,
of
val
the
had
heen spared him, that olives were resting in a lake of CaliJtut that
farmer 23 cents per ton mile to haul
Its problem? Whose but Marshall's,
And Mr. Itlckard thinks he'll which is said to resemble the old
ley.
vulgar grisly spectacle of modern life fornia olive oil. A bowl of crisp let- who had sent down one of his office
freight over wagon roads, while the
more
Scotch
than
Swedish.
of
a
build
levee!
People
when two people who have been lovers luce hnd been Iced and
railroads receive on an average of only
dried.
clerks to see what Hardin was doing?
carefully
12
10
or
miles
can
be
villages
apart
He
himself
on the couch In the
Irng the carcass of their love over the 1 he bread wus cut In precise triangles ;
7.29 cents per ton mile for performing
Wouldn't any man In his senses know tent. flung
Gerty was Inylng a careful distinguished by their distinctive dress. the lame service.
,Tlmy floor or a curious gaping court. the butter had been shaved Into for
that the way Maltland would dlstln
News,
Dally
Chicago
cloth
for supper. A brave, determined
He shuddered. Certy loved him. Else,
roses. A pitcher of the
gulsh himself would be by discrediting smile was
on her Hps. The
why hnd she come back to him? Why valley's favorite beverage. Iced tea,
Hardin, by throwing bouquets to Mar noon storm arranged
War Makes Deer Migrate, '
EFFECT OF CLOVER ON SOIL
had passed. She hummed a
bad she not kept her threat when he stood by Hardin's plate. There was a
bis plan? They all go
shall;
praising
War has driven the deer of Massa
tune.
little
If
gay
was
refused to abandon his desert project platter of cold meats.
there
Office
anything
at It the same sickening way!
one
from
of
chusetts
favorite
their
nd turn his abilities Into a more
.natea it was humming.
tamo Necessity for Applying Lima as
It came home to Innes for the hunclerks, bah! Sure, Maitland had ad uaruin
"You'll have your dude to dinner all stands. When the six days' open w
He could see dredth time, the surprise of such a
profitable dedication?
for Wheat Dress Land When
vised against the completion of the
son
achunters
who
have
started
been
her husband announced. "He'a
her face as she stared flushing up into meal in that desert. A few years ago,
Sowing Seed.
gate. Said it would cost more In time right"
customed to stalk the animals In the
In
town."
Ms that nipping cold day when he hud and what had a meal been? She threw
and money than Hardin's estimates.
Nashua River valley in the central part
I
run Info her on Broadway. He remem-'bere- d the credit of the little lunch to sulky
"Yes,
know,"
his
rejoined
spouse.
"Thanks to Maltland It did," growled
Clover has a mechanical and nutri
1 I HftWQ&TN
a letter from him yesterday. of the state had to find a new objec tive effect
her coquetry when she suggest- Tom Hardin lying on the portiere-covereHardin, scrawling figures over the I had
upon the soil. The necessity
what was once a great area
for
tive,
From
ed that there was plenty of room in
Imperial."
couch, his ugly lower Hp
page. "By the time Maltland finished
of scrub growth is now the canton it applying lime for the wheat holds
Had Been Forgotten.
Nothing
Tom
her apartment ! Ills wife! She spoke
sat
up glaring. "He wrote to ment city Camp Devens.
ilso for the clover. Usually the land
against an unsmiling vision. It
monkeying with that toy dam of his
of seeing his plct'ires In the papers. was Tom. Tom and his bruve men, the (or six weeks. I did not know whether the river had widened the break from you from Imperial?"
dressed with the lime at the tune
from towns a short distance
Reports
"He hnd grown to be a great man !"
His wife misplaced the accent She
three hundred to six hundred feet Fo
sturdy engineers, the dauntless sur- to order It or not."
away indicate that large numbers of die clover ls sown. Twenty bushels of
Thnt piquant meeting, the week fol- veyors, the Indians who hnd dug the
"And I In Los Angeles with my sum- that they throw muu at me. Oh, It misunderstood Tom's scowl. It was deer have found refuge In woods not
lime or one ton of ground
lowing had been the brightest of his canals, those were the ones who had mer sewing all done! What good will makes me sick." Hardin flung his the old story over again. Whenever many miles away.
unestone is enough for one acre.
life. He was sure then that Gerty spread that pretty table, not the buxom It do me then?" The pretty eyes broken pencil out of the window.
those two men cejne together the old
Sportsmen anticipated a leaner sea
loved him. The wrangles were only little woman darting about in pink looked rendy for childish tears.
the room. The feeling of Jealousy must be revived son than for many years, a comparaBlckard
Hatch Early.
their different ways of looking at gingham.
I know. That is, I didn't know question leaped from Hardin.
again I It was unpleasant of course, tive scarcity of deer being reported by
hatched chicks get a better
Early
"Is it because I don't like her?" she what to do," apologized Innes Hardin.
things. Of course, they loved each
"The headgate are yoa going on very unpleasant to have men care like residents of rural districts.
start than late hatched chicks and
other. But Gerty couldn't stand pio- mused, her eyes on the pictures In the "I decided to order it as I'd found the with it?"
that but It made life exciting. Life
are therefore stronger and better able
neer life. She had loved him. or she style book which had Just come in that place, and was right there, but I made
Itlckard looked curiously at the had been getting a little stale lately
to withstand the attacks of lie and
Only Small Transgression.
would not so easily have been per- morning. Certainly Gerty did have the sure that I could countermand the or- flashed antagonistic face of the man like a book of obvious, even Dlot
had a new tricycle, but had disease.
Jane
suaded to try It over again. She patience of
saint with Tom's hu- der by telegram. So I can this very he had supplanted. The thought Rlckard's entrance Into the story gave been told not to leave the front walk.
yearned to make him comfortable, she mors. If she would only lose that set afternoon. I knew you would be dis- crossed his mind that perhaps Hardlr a new interest a new twist She Instead of minding her mother she
Keep Accounts.
aid. So she had gone back, and pulled look of martyrdom I It was not for an appointed. I was sorry."
had taken to drinking. It made his hummed an air from a new opera that rode around the block. On her return
The farmer should know what his
his
and
had
set
to
outsider
the
world
next
"I'll
hit
clothes
need
ramada,
(own
it
put
winter,"; admitted answer curt
waltzing.
judge between a husband
her mother scolded her and asked why Income ls and just how ho la disin the lowest bureau drawer!
and wife, even If the man were her Gerty, helping herself to some of the
"I don't know."
Hardin's thoughts dld'not touch her she did not obey. lane thought of n posing of
"It wasn't either of our faults," he own brother. She could not put her chilled tomatoes. "I'm sure I'm much
"You don't know!"
at the hem. He was at the headgate, good excuse, so said: "Well, I dldnt
ruminated. "It was the fault of the
"I have no report to make, Mr, Har- his gate. What the deuce bad Rickard fink yon. would care If I Just went be
finger on the germ of their painful obliged to you. T hope It did not put
. Little Labor for Oats.
Vtrrtec
el is failure. scenes; she shrank from the recollec- you to much trcable."
din, until I see the gate."
gone to Imperial for? If be wasn't the hind the block,"
The oat crop does not require as
much labor as many other crops.
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other lends to the back porA, 6 feet 8
12 feet,
luches
by
BUEIGALOW IDEAL
A door from the living room leads Into a hall, at each end of which nre bedrooms, while the bath is In the center.
FAMILY The front bedroom Is 12 feet 0 inches
FOR
by 13 feet and extends to a line with
the front of the porch, making an exceptionally attractive sleeping room. ."By REV. P. B FITS5WATER, D. D.,
Convenient Arrangement Appeals The buck bedroom Is 12 feet 0 luches Teacher of 'English Bible In the Moody
Bible Institute of Chicago.)
A
by 17 feet 9 inches.
to the Housekeeper.
mm. bj Vnlm NMrapaper rl"n.)
closet adjoins euch bedroom.
TIH basement Is divided Into two
"The time Is coming when no
A friendship that makes the least
LESSON FOR APRIL 6
sectioas, one. 17 feet & Inches, by 27
of either sex will be considnoise Is very often the most useful,
AONOMICAL IN MANY WAYS feet. 4nd the other U feet 9 Inches,
ered
well educated who is not converfor which reason I should prefer a
sant with the composition of foodhy 23-- feet. In the larger of the two
GOD THE FATHER ALMIGHTY.
prudent friend to a zealous one.
stuffs and their uses in the body, and
Addison.
buseruent rooms is the chimney, so
who does not know why cleanliness is
Home
Comfortable
that It rises through one corner LESSON TEXTS-Oene- sls
Show
ranked next to godliness."
Design
1:1, 27; Psalmi
FOR DINNER.
SOMETHING
Matthew
the
kitchen.
of
MainBe
Can
and
Erected
That
TEXT-O- ur
art
GOLDEN
who
OCCASIONAL DISHES.
This bungalow Is economical In all In heaven, hallowed be Father
tained at Comparatively
A irood wnv to use any leftover fish
thy name. MatSmall Coat.
wajs, cost of construction, cost of up- thew 6:9.
make
For a dainty dessert to follow a
MATERIAL Deuterono- such as cooked haddock Is to
keep and if modern conveniences are ADDITIONAL
dinner which has not been too sub
6:1-Fish
6:4. 5: Psalms
Croquettes.
my
Isaiah
an
will
make
tarTulled
exceptionally Matthew
By WILLIAM A. RADFORD.
1
Cook
John 4:24; 1 John
stantial try
comfortable home a house thut bus
PRIMARY TOPIC-T- he
Mr. William A. Radford will answe
of
Heavenly FaFrench Cream Puffs.
tnblespoonful
"home"
ther's care for his children.
questions and give advice FREE Of everything that thn word
shallot,
Put
chopped
cupful of
JUNIOR TOPIC God our Creator and
COST oil all subjects pertaining to
f
two tablespoonfuls
cupbutter nnd
Father.
subject of building, for the readers of tr Is
Plans May Be Altered.
TOPIC-W- hat
we
INTERMEDIATE
paper. On account of bis wide experience
of red pepper, each
ful boiling water In a
aa Editor, Author and Manufacturer, be
to our Father In Heaven.
The plans for this bungalow are
finely chopped,
suurepan, .bring to boilis, without douEt, the highest authority
nliftost any change that
f
with three
on all these subjects. Address all Inquiries susceptible to
I. God the Creator (Gen. 1:1, 27).
ing point. Add
to William A. Radford, No. 1827 Prairie jthe home builder desires. While no
of but
cupful of flour all at
God was before all tilings. God the
venue, Chicago, 111., and only enclose provision Is made for a fireplace, one
a
of
ter, five minutes. Add
once nnd stir vigorously.
three-cestamp for reply.
can easily be added. Also It may be uncaused cause Is the cause of all cup of flour mixed with
s
Remove from the lire, ndd two un"Refore
were
the
differmountains'
things.
so
a
that
located
is
lot
that
the
lilte
or
much
home now is
of a teaspoonful of salt,
beaten eggs, one at a time. Drop by
Dunning
In this case, brought forth, or ever thou hadst a
buying a Liberty bond it not only is ent exposure 's wanted.
teaspoonful of puprikn and stir un- spoonfuls on a buttered sheet shaping
formed the earth and the world, even
and
the
reversed
be
Inthe
plans nifty
a patriotic amy, but It Is the best
us nearly circular us possible. Hake
from everlasting to everlasting, thou til well blended ; then pour over
f
vestment aly mnn with n family enn living and dining rooms and kitchen
cupful thirty minutes In a moderate oven.
cupful of milk and
e
God."
irt
The
nre.
(Psalm
bedrooms
the
00:2).
evhts government is urging
placed whre
make.
Cool, split and fill with whipped
came into being by the will and of cream. Bring tos the boiling point,
Consultii'fnn with the local builder
add one and
cupful of cream. Serve with lint chocolute sauce.
eryone to build so that the labor 8f the
ct
of
the
God.
called
reveal
will
personal
being
dealer
quickly
flaked fish and spread on a plate to
country that has been releasee through and lumber
Emergency Soup. Dissolve two nnd
In verse one Is enunciated the
e
f
cool.
dip In crumbs nnu egg
teaspooufills of beef extract
philosophy of every right life. In and Shape,
III three
fry in deep fat.
cupfuls of boiling water. Add
the beginning of nil science and philosPeach Tanioea. nrnin one enn or three talilespoonlHils of milk gradually.
ophy God; in the beginning of every
cup tn one and
f
peaches, sprinkle with
tuliU'spoonfiils of
life God; In the
of
beginning
'every
rear t.ort ; in the beginning of every ful of nowdered sugar nnd let stano flour; mix until smooth. Add to the
one cupful of pearl first mixture, stirring constantly until
Iny Ood ; In the beginning of every one hour; soak
tupioca In cold water to cover. To the the linlllnn point Is reached, then boll
Duslness God ; n the beginning of
s
of a
peach sirup udd enough boiling water three iiiimiti's ; add
thought, plan and human relation-shi- to
mnke three cupfuls, heat t the teaspnoiiful of wait, a few grains of
Ood. Conviction
point, add the soaked tupioca, pepper, ami cayenne anil
)ne free from the false philosophy of boiling
f
f
of u cupful of cream. Celery suit, on
cupful of sugar,
me age. man himself Is a creation of
of snlt nnd cook until trans ion suit or parsley mny be added to
God, not an evolution. Man was crethe fury the flavor.
sted in the likeness and Image of God parent. Line a pudding dish with
Napoli Spaghetti. Cut four slices
This precludes the foolish Idea that peaches, fill with tapioca, ami hiiwCool
of bacon In small pieces ami fry. Add
man ascended from and through; a moderate oven thirty minutes.
wuniir.
one sliced onion,
a can of
brute. He Came Into helnu hv n une. and serve with cream and
Potato Salad. Cut boiled potatoes tomatoes,
a box of tomato
cial creative act of God,
having been In
should.be
;
f
f
inch cubes there
paste,
tensponnftil of salt,
preceded by a special council of the
f
of a teaspoonful of pepper,
cupfuls. Add three
Sodhead (Gen. 1 :26, 27). Those who one and
mm
one
teaspoonful of niuce, a few
the cessation of hostilities may be em- the cost of this bungalow. Also valu- believe this record repudiate the Dar- hard cooked eggs chopped,
f
tablespoonfuls of chopped grains of cayenne and a bit of bay leaf,
ployed. At the same time, buying a able advice us to the kinds of materials winian theory of man's origin as not
of
f
tnblesponful
llring gradually to the boiling point
home means providing against the fu- and equipment to be used In this bun- omy a numan vagary, but a vicious pimento nnd
onion. Moisten witn crraiu and let simmer fifty minutes. Tour
ture, which is worth while, no mat- galow can be secured from them.
philosophy Inspired hv the devil. When chopped
on
lettuce.
over
of a pound of cooked
As was said at the beginning, owning man came forth from the Creator's salad dressing and serve
ter what sacrifices have to be made.
r.hnenlata Souffle. Melt two tahie- - spaghetti, and let stand ten minutes.
But leaving out the considerations a home is the best Investment a man Rands he was neither a savage nor a
tableadd two
Serve hot.
of patriotism and being provident, who is at the head of a family can baby; he possessed the nnwers nf n spoonfuls nf butter,
s
of
of flour, and
Mushrooms on Toast. Cut stale
there are advantages in owning a home muke. And the person who decides to mature man. As an example of the spoonfuls
. onnftii nf milk. Rrlne to the boiling bread in slices and shape with a round
that more than balance any slight pri- make that investment will find the maturity or nis intellect, he named the
f
squares cutter, then fry in butter. Cook two
point. Melt one and
vation that is required to secure it. banks, the real estate men and the inimais as they passed before him
oi u iuj.nu cupfuls of cut-umushrooms in two
of chocolate, add
dealers
The home owner is the best mnn in builders and bulldlng-mnterlH. God the Preserver (Psalms 103:
,.,. nnrl two tnblesnoonfuls of tablespoonfuls of butter five minutes.
his community. He Is stable and Is ready to help him. Coupled with these
hot water; stir until smooth. Combine Cook oue tnblespoonful of butter with
regarded as a real part of the life of facts, there is now the added Induceor uir
All
the
a half teaspoonful of shallot chopped,
his home town. He is the substantial ment that by building this season, the It notcreated things would perish were mixtures and add thenyolks
f
add
three minutes; season with paprika,
man of the neighborhood in which home owner will have performed a pa- Ood. for the preserving mercies of eggs beaten thick;
It embraces the following grac- teaspoonful of vanilla and the whites salt and pepper. Arrange the mush
be lives, not merely a floater, who has triotic duty.
ious beneficial acts:
1. Forgives all of three eggs beaten stiff. Turn Into a rooms on the rounds of bread, pour
no ties to bind him to the social and
Inlauitles (V. 3). Pardon In the
over the tomato puree and sprinkle
buttered baking dish and bake In
Great Men Are Bold.
business life that Is around htm.
If moral things are to be moderate oven thirty minutes.
with chopped parsley.
necessity
careers
of
to
the
one
be
Were
a
home
analyze
might
compared
Buying
2. Healeth all diseases (v.
Quick Dinner Bleeuits. Mix and sift
with going in swimming for the first 200 or 300 of our leading men of preserved.
of
This
tn
pustry
f
refers
the henllnfr tt Iha one and
cupfuls
Fame Is a scentless sunflower,
time In the season. The initial plunge finance and Industry It would probably i).
teasnoolifuls
onrt
.,.
and the soul. Renovation of
With jtaudy crown of gold;
is dreaded ; but after It has been made, develop that not half of them contin- body
of
But friendship Is the breathing rose.
mans moral nature Is necessary. 3. of baking powder end
hew Invigorating and satisfying Is the ued In the line of business in which ueaeemetn
sweets in every fold.
With
worn
in uirr
the life from destruction a teaspoonful of salt,
-- O. W. Holmes.
water. Making up the mind to buy a they started, but struck boldly out in (V.
add
of
tAhiaononnfiils
lard,
nav.
Redemntion
Imnllea
the
4).
saw
the bighome is the hardest part of becoming the direction where they
milk.
and
ment of all demands aenlnst the debt of a cupful each of water
MORE GOOD THINGS.
or. God in Christ performs the part Drop by spoonruis in not nmiereu
fif
oven
Which the Individual failed to nerfnrm gem pans and bak In a hot
Chicken Is the favorite meat of the
and crowns him with the full right of teen minutes.
majority of people, but even chicken
h
loses its charm If always
citizenship in his kingdom. 4.
(si
served In the same way.
The firmest friendships have been
i n
thy mouth" (v. S). This means
jkft
la
Iron
as
formed In mutual adversity,
that God satisfies all legitimate desires
Baltimore Chicken.
!
I
most atronaiy unt'ed by the fiercest
LlUllcVKOO
ft
and this the vouth is renewed. Th
Cut chicken In pieces,
season with salt, roll In
original capacities are restored to thMr
SPRING GREENS.
native vigor. 5. Executeth righteousflour, egg crumbs and
ness and judgment (vv.
The
fry in butter until tender.
nre
that
The early spring greens
wrongs or life are righted, and thus
Fry five minutes, three
relieved of the burdens which found In various localities are what Is
of butter
tablespoonfuls
i than Isentull.
needed to purity
He extends his pity to
one
they
and
tnblespoonful
the blood, furnish each of
w
wn rn na.
chopped hum, carrot and
a tonic and other
add three tablespoonfuls of
III. God Our Father (Matt. 6:24-34onion;
wise get the system flour,'
f
Christ came to reveal the Father.
cupful of tomatoes, one
la good working or
of chicken stock, two cloves.
The subjects of the kingdom will love
cupful
der.
aim as a child loves Its father.
teaspoonful of snlt,
In the South, the
teaspoonful of pepper and
1. Undivided affection (v. 24). The
poke is a common
teaspoonful of paprika. Simmer ten
child of the heavenly Father makes the
spring green and Is minutes, rub through a sieve, add two
nnequlvocal choice between God and
cooked as one does
of fruit Juice and cook
the world, for unless God has the first asparagus.
Dock leaves, mustard, tnhlesponnfuls
five minutes. Pour sauce around the
Floor Plan of Five - Room Bungalow.
place he has no place.
sorrel, are all palatable when served chicken and serve.
2, Not anxious about food and cloth tn salads or as greens.
Lemon Pie. Mix one cupful of sugar
the owner of one. When the initial gest opportunities and where their in- ing (vv.
(1) It Is useless (v.
Dandelion greens are growing In and three
clination
owner
tablespoonfuls of flour; add
Is
has
made and the
lay.
payment
27). Anxiety can bring nothing. "My popularity for canning for winter use.
One of the earliest and most notable God will supply all our needs" (Phil.
taken possession, he is repaid for his
ten- three tablespoonfuls nf lemon Juice,
when
canned
be
must
very
They
of two eggs slightly beaten,
the
action so many times that he cannot Instances of this was Commodore
1:19). (2) It shows distrust of the der, as we Hk them for greens. Wash one yolks of
milk, one tablespoonful
who was so old before he Father
cupful
understand why he bad not taken the
In
then
let
measure
the
clean
them,
(w.
and thoroughly
of melted butter nnd lightly fold In
turned to railroading that his family that one is anxious about these
cover
plunge before.
to
water
In
boiling
things them simmer
A home is within the easy reach of and his advisers Importuned him to let he shows his lack of faith In the abil for five minutes, then drain and pack the stiffly beaten whites with a pinch
In one crust.
every man who has any sort of a well enough alone and not to enter an ity and love of God. If we would as closely as possible In a mason Jar, of salt. Hake
Itemove the
Esca
field at his time of life.
new
Moped Tomatoes.
Banks
entirely
his
God
in
we
come
must
to
a
to
community.
In
him
of
salt
standing
a teaspoonful
please
quart whole tomatoes from fl quart can.
This readiness of hrniny giants to faith (Heb. 11 :6). The birds and flow adding
boilwould rather loan money to the home
with
of the greens. Fill the ran
Season with snlt, pepper onion Juice
builder of their town than to almost take up new things and to throw their ers shame us in this (vv.
8) ing water and screw down the top
Is
one
into
them
selves
whole
individual.
really
other
We
Is
It
heathenish (v. 32).
do not which has been furnished with a good and a teaspoonful of sugar. Cover the
any
of the principal reasons why the wonder that those who are Ignorant of rubber, not tight but close enough so bottom of a baking dish with half a
No Waste In Modern Homes.
United States has led the world In 'so God shouM mnntfest anxiety, but for that the lid may be lifted without cupful of crumbed nnd buttered bread
Modern homes-ardesigned so that
Wealthy Eu- his children to do so Is to play the coming off. Set Into a boiler of boil- cover with tomatoes then with more
there Is no waste space in them. Ev- many linesas ofa endeavor.
In a hot oven until
rule, avoid the new, heathen. He knows that we have need
ropeans,
water and boll for two hours, then crumbs. Hake
ery nook is utilized and floor plans avoid
nre brown.
untried paths; they are Inclined nf temporal things and if he cares for ing
remove the can and seul perfectly the crumbs
are made with the idea In mind that it to
Hongroise Potatoes. Pnrlioll three
worship precedent.
the flowers and birds he will surely tight.
is not the number of rooms, but the
cubes of potatoes
not allow his children to suffer.
Beet tops when young mny be canned cupfuls of
conveniences and comfort the rooms
minutes and drain. Add
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There are several styles in suits that
have almost equal chances for popularity this spring and the only way to
letermlue which Is the best choice Is
to try them on. Straight, short coats,
opening over vestees, with narrow
plain skirts, are universally admired,
hut they nre not universally becoming.
If they were there is no doubt but thut
this type of suit would soon lead all
the rest. The test of becomlngness
must settle the question of choice; no
other consideration Is so Important.
Hut there Is quite a wide range In
styles to choose from, so that every
woman may be confident of finding the
particular one that suits her best.
tine of the
skirt models is shown in the picture
and It is nn extreme example of this
mode, with a skirt rather too narrow
But to the woman
to be practical.
who aspires to look slender It will certainly make a strong appeal, for the
skirt Is long ns well as narrow. The
very thin woman cannot consider It.

The cont Is a pretty model with threb
wide tucks at the bottom nnd it opens
over a waistcoat of plain tricolette
that Is very sinurt. It has a wide turnover collar and a row of large bone
buttons down the left side.
Hraid and buttons decorate the pretty suit that Is shown built on entirely
different lines from its companion In
the picture. It has a plain skirt wide
enough to be comfortable for walking.
The coat Is mude with long side bodies
and a short panel at the center of the
back to which a gathered skirt portion
Is added. Three groups of braid, with
three rows In each group ending In
bone buttons, dispose of the braid
and button decoration In neut, tailored
fashion, on the panel. The same decoration on the skirt portion ends In but
tons on the side pieces and this plan-Ifollowed out on the front. For
those who do not like braid or want a
ciiaage from It the styles offer crossbar and other arrangements of pin
tucks nnd groups of wider tucks In the
material.

OF VOILE AND SILK
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Advance showing of pretty afternoon frocks for summer, reveul many
lovely models made of sheer, plain
voile. Besides these, there nre striped'

and figured voiles nnd among them
some fine. Imported weaves, that are
to be reckoned with. The latter are
high priced. In fact considerably more
expensive than plain georgette. They
appear in patterns and color combinations that are very beautiful. But
even so, the dress of plain voile or
georgette rarely suffers by comparison
with a rival made of the figured patterns. The home dress maker will
succeed oftener with a plain fabric,
especially If she makes a little excursion In designing on her own account
The frock of plain voile shown In
the picture, bespeaks the work of a
professional designer who is trained
to make the most of fabrics that is to
adapt them to styles in the best way.
In this case nothing Is used with the
voile but a little silk piping, but tliese
simple means proved equal to making
a dress of smart distinction and one
that Is easy enough to copy.
All the sheer fabrics are made up
over silk or satin and this frock has
an underskirt nnd bodice of silk. A
wide flounce of the voile Is set on
Smocks for Girls.
The pretty little cotton smocks and
frocks worn by Miss
are made smart with cross stitching or something in brightly contrasting wool. Pale green cotton crepe de
cfiine. for example. Is trimmed with
Alt kinds of
stitcties of rose wool.
wool dresses have oriental effects done
In roaise stitches on the pockets, colters or sash ends. Wool embroidery
times ornaments the frock about
jicny
ne neck, as a. substitute for .the whit
collar worn' formerly.
Eight-Year-Ol- d

the underskirt and above It a tunic Is
hemmed
three
by
accomplished
flounces sot one above another. These
are all narrower at the right thun
at the left side, so that the tunic Is
lunger at the left side.
The bodies Is mude In the effect of
n little tucket of the voile, bordered
with a bund of it. set on with a piping
of silk. The jacket reveals a vestee.
also made of the voile and decorated
tucks and the sleeves
with cross-bn- r
are set Into deep cuffs of the tucked
voile. For a girdle a ribbon woven ln
checkerboard pattern proves an effective bit of craftsmanship with little?
pendent balls of silk set oo the bodlee
Just above It at each side.

Navy Still Leads,

Navy leads all other colors for botlfc

suits and street dresses of the tailored?
type for spring, although a great deal
of brown is shown In the dress lineup-an- d
beige, tan and several shades of
gray, especially a blue gray called
"mouse," are very popular.

Japan Tassels.
Tassels and fringe both became so
popular last summer that there was
some doubt about their remaining in
favor with women who dress ..well.
But they have both been retained, ln
spite of their popularity, and somehow by using them In new and unusual ways the designers of smart
clothes still give them fflstlnctloo,
One new way of using long Jet tassels is to fasten one pendant on- each
Side of the brim of a wide hat
' The expression of truth krslmpBcltJV
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General Lucius Dills.
Surveyor
Mrs. Dills and daughters, Lucile and
Vatellc, all left for Roswcll this week
where the general will visit for five
or six days and the ladies five or
six weeks.

CAPITAL CITY NEWS IN BRIEF
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